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The buoyant denetty of DNA in a C aCI-denatty gradient has 
been ahown to depend on ita nucleotide compoaition. The linear 
relationahip baa been uaed to study the dietribution of nucleotide com -
poaltiona among the DNA moleculea isolated from a single microbial 
apeciea. Each microbial DNA baa been shown to be unuaually homo-
geneoua relative to the range of compositiona found for DNA iaolated 
from different apeciea. The relevance of these findings to current 
viewe of the function of DNA in biological systems ie discussed. 
II 
The molecular arrangement of the conaerved subunita of 
E . ~ DNA has been investigated by examining molecular fragments 
13 15 
of hybrid C, N E. coli DNA . Two extreme moc1eh for the arrange-
--
ment of the subunits, the aide-to-side model, and the end-to-end model, 
I 
were coneidered. Predictionll regarding the CaCl-density-aradient 
diatribution for fragmenta of hybrid DNA were developed for each 
model. These predictions were baaed on a theoretical analyaie. but 
utilised pertinent experimental data obtained from a study of unlabelled 
E. coli DNA. Compariaon of theory with experiment indicated that the 
end-to-end model is incorrect, and set an upper limit to the amount of 
fully labelled fragments released when hybrid DNA ia aonicated. 
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By \{U:-iALII \{uLn: t ''\11 \["'1''1'111-:\\' y[fD:~f-:i~EF ID 
t;.t\TES AS!) t'RELLIS l.:UiClK\TOHIt:S Ill" Cflt-D: ~f1pqlnt A!\' 1l NOIBfA;'; W. CHI'ncrr LAfiORATOl(Y Ill" 
I D eb~tfCKtyi BIUl.OGY, C.t\LJFOIC";IA IS!"TlTl"Th: Ol" TECfIN()J.()(;Y, I'A:--' llt:!yDK~ 
('omnllw-icalni by LiTIIlS l'allling, -'fay 6, 1,11.';,<) 
DplI"ity-gradit'111 eentriful(ation ha" re,'caled that the popUlation of ])0; A 
llloll'('ul"" from I:', ('"h i,,, relati\'(.J.\· homogcnl'uu>, with n·'pe .. t to huoyant dl'n"ity ill 
tl ,;ulUlloll of ee"iulll ,.Jdoride,1 Becau,,, of the notably ml:lll apparl'llt atoIllic 
VOhlllH' of lJitr(JKell in al{lltDEgll~ ~olutiEFn:-; of orgallic l'OlllpOtlllrb:! ~uz{i LC(,:lu:-:e the 
Kualline-cytosine base pair i, more rich in nitrogen than i, th .. adpnin!·-t hymille 
pair. it w", conRidered that tht' density homogeneity among E, ""Ii [):\ A molecule" 
might reflect a high dt'l-':ree of homogeneity with re,peet to ha ,-!' compositioll. To 
investi~at" this possibility. au examiuutiufI hu, be!'11 mad .. of the relationship 
Iwtweell l.uoyunt d"",;ity in cesiulll ehlOl'iu" ""lutiou ,lid i>a,e composition of D:\A 
from variolls source!", 
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We have mcaslII'cd the huoyant density of nine different bacterial DN A's ranging 
from lK~ to 0.7 in Illean molar fraction of !!;uaninc plus ('ylo:.;in" a:' determined by 
chromatographic analysis ill one lahoratory.3 The l):'\ ,\ from each bade rial 
.'pecics formcd a "ingle sharp balld in the c<,,,ium chloridp dell"ity gradient, Thc 
nwan buo,\':lnt <ll'n:'ily uf ":I"h bundcu ha('«('rial D:.I A "':t" del ermined ",ith respect 
10 tlH' band rorllll,d Ily :tli ali'luot of (';1":,\ I' F. coli 1):'\.\ ",hidl ";"ITI,d:l:':t cOll\'cnient, 
d£'Il:-,ity n,rt'n'lll'l', Typir:ti n' .-.lItt...: :ll"(' ",hCl\\'n ill Fi.c:r1n· I. which :-;how:-> t IH"\ hand~ 
I 8. meqatherium 
M. Iysodeikticus 
1.70 1.80 gm.cm- 3 
BUOYANT DENSITY 
Fro. l. - ("itravjo l,·l nh:'':oJ'lltiOrl phololl:raph:-: :-:howing haIld:-; of fF~Ky frolll H. IIH>gotJifrilulI 
and .\1. Iyso!/I·ikti/'/I .• < \\irh I't ! lTI'IH'/' 1):ll1d:-: of ClKIFI"f~ R. roll: 1)\" ,\ ill ,::'7.5 w('igilt. IH..' ITPnt C:-lCI 
Hoilitiun after 2-1 hOII!'''': of "('lltrifll,gatioll at ·l1.770 rpm. All hac:ll'ria. \\1'1"1' ~rotfl ill hroth at :n° 
C. to a titer of:2 X fl ·~ alld :-:edinH'llkd ill tKlll~ I'old for ten miflute~ at IROO X g. Thf' pl'lll't W:l1-' 
rc~llspfDrukd ill (1 . 1 Ill!. of a :-;olution uK:~ 111 ill \'aCI, 0.01 J! in ~odilllll citrate, D.OI:i J! in VI'rH'ne, 
and O.UI .\1 ill tri~EhydrEFxyn1EDthyl F aminollllDtgiaflEI hufT<"l'l'd at pH (j.t. Bactpria \\"('1"(' ly:-:(·d with 
0.1 ml. 10 p('n'l'tl t :-"diufll dodf·ryl sulfate or K~ pt'rccnt fl-odiurn de~oxyEDhEFlatEDI and ill :-:nml' EDa:-:E~:-: 
were expo:"f'd to Ion tlliEDrn~ram~ / llli ly.,,:o7,YlJw for:W ~pEDondo be·forp df'tl'l"J.!;I'rrt yy":t~ adell,d. f'olldi-
tionR of lIitral'l 'lllrifng:rliori of the fy~atlD ~ ha\,(> hl'I'n dpfl-criheo pn·viotl:-;Iy . ' 
formed by n:'\.\ from R. "'I '(/flt/W,.':/I III :J nd frolll .1r. lysUlJroiktir/ls alld till' a(,('onl glall~D­
ill!!; rderenl'(' 1':lII()" of ('1":,\1' K ('11/1: ]):,\A . .\, m:l)' 1>1' ,1'1'1l from Fi!!:ur(' :2. 
a linear relat iOIl,.;hip·1 I!;in'n by t h" l'xpl'l'",inn 
P2b. = 1.1;58 + 0.100 C;C gm. em - ,l. 
is found between the mean buoyan t density pat 25°C and the mean guaninc-cystoRine 
content GC defined as the molar ratio G + C The ohserved value of ~ 
G+C+A+T dGC 
is considerably larger than the value l I l~U estimated from apparl'nt atomic vol-
umes in aqueous solution.' 
3 
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E4uatioll (I ) lI'a, obtailled from det('rminat.ions of t.he meall composition I1nd 
mean buoyant d('nsity of D;\' A from ,everal species of hadcria but we may now 
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FIG. 2.-Tht' dfDlf~itIyD-E"EFlllpEF ... iti()11 n·!:l1j'dl."dlip for I F~AI .\lp:l1I lHloyallt dC'n.o.;it,\, at :25°C. 
Ep~:K 0 ) iH plotu·d a~aill:-:t K IlH':l11 nllJiar fra1'l if J1 1 "f J.!ll;l flillt· pltl~ EDytn~inlD «;( . I for 1 he I»); A from nillt' 
lJa('h'rial t(pet'i(':,. \\'1)('1'1' (;C i:-: \'ariahll' ;IIlIIJlIg IIII' :"'1·IJdi,·d ;-;1 rain ... of a gl\' ( '!l ... pPI·j,· ... . Ihe rang('l)f 
varialioll i~ ilidica!t·d IJ ." :\ pair of plljlll:"'. Tlw ha:"'( ' (·()Illpo:·;il ioll gi\'('11 1,,1' Shirrllll d!lsf'nlaiac 
i~ that. of Shiud//1 purod,w'" /L/! 'ri.II' , 
\n ' ~hall C~IFg}lgFylte fur (':11'11 :"> 1H.,( ·jt·;-- ;111 IIP/H'1' IHllllld (1 ) til(' :--:1:1 1Itial'd d('\'iati()11 aGe of 
tIl(' di . ..:trii>utioll III' till' ~ll:il l jllED-EDylll .... irJt' 11; 1:-'1' p:tir ()\TI' tlJ(' p(lfJl!lati()1I of IY\,\ 
gllEdEDE·ull·~K Fr()lll (\<jlllltitil l ( I I tht· lIPI)('I' i)(IIIIHI OI l (J"/;(' l~ gl\','IJ :1:--: 
\\·hen' (fJ) i:, the· :--:lalld:lrd d('\ 'i: llilln (If til!' 1)\'.\ di:-:triLlrtiCJll iii 111(' (·(· ..... illlli chloride 
d"II,ity).!;r,,,lit'lil. TI,i, C'IIlllJlIIt,ililili ""'l'lil"" fll" it,; I'alidil)' Ihal 1111 Il'\ .. \ halld 
he :K;EDriEFu~ly JlalT()\\'(·d hy irl\prlll()lt'(' I Ji:lJ' :Ig,!.!:t'{'g:ltioll :11)(1 tll:ll (':I('1t hand cumpri~ED a 
repre'l'lItatil'e ,,"nl'lc' ()f tl", t()lal 1)'\.\ ()f Ih(' C"JlTl"P()II<iillg ha,'tnial speeies, 
Aggregati()n i, 1I11Iikc'l)' ill I·iell' III' Ihc' ,,1,,"'111'" III' aggn').!;ati()n in a cesium chloridt, 
dellsity gradiellt 1)('1 II'C '(' 11 1ll()lecule.,; IIf I':. ell!i D,\'-\ diffel'illg ollly ill their contellt 
of the heavy i~otope ,\10.1. It i, \'('1'.1' likc'ly that the balllkd D,\A i~ reprcsentative 
of t.hc total a~A hecau",' IIf the d'N' agl'('('I1ll'lIt I)('tl\'l'c'n the meal1 GC contcnt 
determined chromatographically and that. ('aiclllat('d fr()1ll hu()yant dellsity hy 
mCallS of equati()11 (I ) . Jt shou ld h,' PililltC'd "lit that the '1l'1lwl \'alue of "GC 
may lie con,iderably below thc calculated upper boulld hecalbc thermal motioll 
of the D;'\A moleellics cEFlftributc~ ~igllificalltly to the balldwidth. 
4 
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The DNA from each .'acteriul species investigated forms a band in the density 
gradient with Up in no dasegreater than 0.003 gm. cm-'. The corresponding upper 
bound on the standard deviation Uae of the molecular content of guanine plus 
cytosine is therefore in no case greater than 0.03.' It is remarkable that the stand-
ard deviation of guanine-cytosine content. within the molecular population of anyone 
bacterial species covers less t.han one tenth of the range over which the mean 
guanine-cytosine content varies among the various species. 
If we assume for purposes of discussion that much hereditary information is 
common to the \'arious hacterial species and that a~ A is a carrier of gCIlPtic 
information , then our finding that felV, if any, 1):\;\ molecules po,"ess compositions 
common to the various species argues against. the conception that the complete 
nucleotide se'luence could in principle bc ,kduced from ot.her herpditary character-
istics according tu a uni versal code. In:;tead, it may be that only certain features 
of the nucleotide sC'luence are genetically significant ,'I, t.hat extensive modification 
of nucleotide composition need not result in any other genetic alleration. Or it may 
be that tht' detailed relation hetween lluel('otide sequence and genetic sfFEDcifiEDit~· 
is itself a species characlnistic. 
As this in \'csl igatioll was hcing complcl "d, IV" lcarnl'd I ha' S,u'ok:!. 1\1 arlllur. 
and Doly ha \'c indep(,lld"lllly arri veri al a rda I iun het wcell Il.'\.\ ""lIll" "it.ion and 
buoyant dcnsity which is in good agreen,,',,' with th,' rel"tioll J'l'port('(! here . W" 
wish to thank these aUlhors for commtllli"alillg II]('i,' filldings I" \[s hefore publica-
tion . 
• Aided by a ~rallt from ttl!' :'\at.ional fn~titutED;K; of Health . 
t PUHWoctoral h·llow of thl' C. S. l'uhlir Health S,·rvicc. 
t Contrihution :\'0. 2·WO. 
I l\.if'SeiSOIl, :\1., and F. \\' . Stahl, the~e mfegEDr-:t:fFg~Ei:-- I 44, n7' ( 10S8 ). 
2 Trnuhe, J., Samml. ('h em . I i. Chcm.-'I'ech. l"orlnirl", 4, 255 ( IROO ). 
~ U'e, K. Y'J H. \Vllhl, alld E. I3arhu, :11m. lnst. jJ(lst('ur, 91, :21:2 (I05H ). Ba.'it' EDompo"IitiEFn~ arC' 
those given by Lee pt at. l'XI'('pt for R. coli which wa~ not fPportl'd hy them. Data for E. coLi i~ 
from Smith, J. D., !uJ(1 (; , H. \\'yatt., Uiochc11I . J., 49, 144 (1051 ). 
'The mean loIlt/yaut dEDusititD~ of calf thymus/ ~aKlmEFn .... pl'rm , and human h'llkoeyte I)XA allliE~ 
close to the vaillPs (,/tlclliated from !'qllation (1). lfO\\'l'vt'r, the' dlDn~ity dit'triiJution of thf' DNA 
from each of tl}(' .... f ~ vf'rtt'hratt' plFllrre~ pxhihit.f' m:lrk('d .... k('wlI('s." toward higher dellsit y ( ;\1. ~lfDsel-
80n, ThcHis, California fllstitutKE~ of Tt·ehnology, IU57). Thi . ..: .... kf'Wllf'S;o; might refl!,f·t an 1l1lf'VCIJ 
diRtrihution of GC :llJlOflg til(' mol rK EI l llf ~ "" of I ):\"A or Illay tH' flllP tf) all II II('V('TI tiistrillutiflIl of thp 
rart' hase 5-mcthylcytosilH' whi('h Of'I' l lrs in small aIllO\luts in ttl(' fF~Ky from thl'Sf' fhn ~ ED HOllf('('S. 
Ttl(' density eompo.-;itioIl n,latiollship (I) is 1J0t. valid for evpry zF~A whi('h ha.s IWf'Il examirlPd. 
DPIlRity va.lups (·on.-;iderahly higher thall thos{' E ~alrll1atKed from (I ) an' obBCrvC'n for heat. de-
natured D!\:\ from E. coli, (' aIf thymus, and salmon I'Operm,1 forT2and T4 phagl' a~A in which 
cytosinr: is ft'pla('('d by 5-hydroxynwthyl eytofo'ine or glu{'osyiawd 5-hyJroxymethyl eytositl£', and 
for DNA from t.he phage ¢X 174, fOllnd to have an t11l1l~lfal f'tweturf' and EDEFmpo~itiEFn [Sinshcimer, 
R. L., J. 11folec. BioI. (in pnDfDl~FgK qhe~c fDx{DeptiEFn~ jndi('at.(' that the dEI!l~ity composition rela-
tionship is valid only for a particular {'la.ss of DNA, possibly for native two-fltrandf'd DNA COIl-
taining no unusual hascH. 
I It might be of intercAt to compare our estimate of the umf~r hound on the standard devia-
tion (TCG with the value to be expected for a population of DN A molceules each containing N ba.ae 
pairs &88embled at Tandom from a collection of hase pairs in which guuninc-cytosine occurs with 
fixed probability one half. 
. I 
The standard deviation (Toe for this case is just _ /_. Taking 10· as a reasonable value of N 
2vN 
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for bacterial DNA I t.here rCRultfi tho value aGO = 5 X 10-a, w('1l hclow the upper limit set by the 
denRity gradient. pxpf'riments. ..\('('ordingiy, Buch :o;tKati~tiE~al heterogeneity is not ruled out. 
6 
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mE MOLECULAR ARRANGEMENT OF THE CONSERVED 
SUBtJNlTS OF THE DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID 
OF ESCHERIcmA COLI 
A. 1ntroductlon 
1. Statement of the Problem 
The DNA molecules of ~ • .£.2!Lconsist of a pair of lubmolecular 
Itructures or "subuniU." which may be represented 
s . S (1) 
During biological replication, the subunits of a DNA molecule are 
segregated. one into each of two n ewly formed molecules (1). When 
isotopically labelled ~K ~are transferred to normal culture medium, 
newly formed subunits have the hotopic composition of the new culture 
medium, and the replication of the labelled molecules may be written 
replicatio~ 
Molecules in which one subunit is isotopically labelled are called 
" hybrid. " Their buoyant density is intermediate between that of un-
labelled and fully labelled molecules if heavy ilotop" are ueed for 
(Z) 
7 
labeWnl. If fralments of hybrid molecules contain equal contributions 
from labelled and unlabelled subunits. they are called "hybrid fral-
ments. II 
DNA molecules are hiahly asymm.tric. and there are two 
extreme po.sibilities for the arrangement of the subunits within them: 
I The .ubunits are ".ide-to-side." Each subunit extends the 
full lenath of the molec ule. 
----------------------------
U The subunits are "end-to-end." Each extends only balf the 
length of the molecule. 
-----------------------
To distinguish between theae two possibilities. it is sufficient to break 
hybrid molecul .. into seamenta and examine their density-gradient 
distribution. Only 1£ the subunits are aide-to-side will all of the 
fragments themselves be hybrid. 
I (3) 
U---____ _ n-l 




z. The Initial Approach to the Problem 
To calculate the density-gradient distribution of fraamentli of 
hybrid DNA from each of the two modele for the arrangement of the 
8ubunits, it ill necessary to know the joint distribution of the fraaments 
with rellpect to molecular weight and density in each of the two casell. 
By making certain reasonable assumptions at the outset, we hoped to 
approximate the correct density-gradient distribution. 
w. assumed that each molecule 18 susceptible to fragmentation 
at a limited number N of points alonl its length. Rupture is random 
and involv.s no change in density, in the sense that the volume-average 
density of the two fragments produced is identical to the density of the 
original molecule. The density of a molecule ia a Unear function of 
its isotopic composition and of its nucleotide composition, and these 
two parameters are mutually independent. The distribution of nucleo-
tide. among the moleculell has been taken as uniform. This assump-
tion is esaentially equivalent to the assumption that nucleotide pairs 
are distributed randomly, with a fixed probability of occurrence of 
the guanine-cytosine pair given by the mole fraction of guanine cytosine 
(GC) in the sample. Using these auumptions. the equilibrium distri-
bution of hybrid DNA at various stages of fragmentation wall calculated 
for each model (A ppendix 1, fig. 1). 
The family of distributions calculated for each model wal com-
pared with an oblerved family of distributions generated by progresdve 
fragmentation of a sample of hybrid DNA (figs. Z,3). While the ob-
served distributions r esem bled distributions calculated from the side-
to-side model fOl' the arrangement of the s ubunits, they differed Bub-
stantially from those calculated from the end-to-end model, providing 
strong support for the conclusion that the subuni ts are not end-to-end. 
Subsequently, it was possib le to confirm this initial conclusion using 
an alternative approach. 
3. A Second Approach to the Problem 
By considering the total variance. of the density-gradient dia-
b . - Z tri u tlon (J'T rather than the distribution itself, we can aeparate, 
without 109S of generality, the effects of isotopic heterogeneity from 
those of other factors which deter mine the density-gradient distribution. 
It can be shown (Appendix 2) t:P..at the variance may be written 
- 2 
" -T 
- 2 - Z 
0"1 + IJ"M 
n 
+ - Z ITX 
2 -6 g cm (5) 
·The total variance in gZcm -6(;; iJ is related to the variance in cm Z( CT ~ 
by the expression 
- 2 
0- -T E ~FO 2 2 E-dr o' g cm where :~ is th:,fensity gradient 
gcm 
It i& independent of the speed of the rotor. 
10 
- z - Z where <TM ,ITI are the contributions of thermal motion and isotopic 
n _ Z 
inhomogeneity to the variance. and (TX 18 the contribution of non-
isotopic density heterogeneity. The contribution of non-isotopic density 
heterogeneity may be equal to the contribution of heterogeneity in nueleo-
-2 tide composition among the molecules T GC (2.3), or may include the 
effects of DNA denaturation, or of protein impurities in the DNA. The 
only assumption involved in formula 5 is that the isotopic composition 
of a fragment of hybrid DNA is not correlated with any other cause of 
density heterogeneity. In the subsequent diSC1lssion, it will be con-
- 2. 
venlent to assume that "'x 
2. 
The behavior of a-M and 
n 
of sci. slone per molecule, 
-2. 
" rT GC except where otherwise noted. 
-z 
IT GC a. functions of k. the average number 
is the same for unlabelled DNA, hybrid 
"end-to-end" DNA. and hybrid "side-to-side" DNA. These three 
- Z 
"kinds" of DNA differ with respec t to the behavi o r of 0"1 • 
- Z For unlabelled DNA obviously 0"1 .. O. Since in this calle 
_ Z -2. -z _ 2. 
U GC " a-T - " M and 0" M may be obtained fr om sedimentation data, 
'!.Z n 
the behavior of IT oc may be dete r mined by an experimental {nveatiia-
tion of unlabelled DNA. 
F'or "side-to-side" hybrid DNA. - Z 0"1 s 0 alii 0 , since the Crag-
ments are isotopically homogeneous. 
F'or " end-to-end" hybrid DNA, - Z 0"1 > 0 for k > o. In this 
case is a monotonic increaain& function of k, bounded above by 
11 
the IIquare of the density separation of the hybrid and unlabelled DNA 
bands. Thus we may write 
for k> 0 (6) 
where PH' Pu are the mean densities of hybrid DNA and unlabelled 
DNA. - 2 The rate with which ITt approaches its upper bound depends 
entirely on the manner 1n which the molecules are fragmented. If 
fragmentation begins by introducing a single break into the center of 
each molecule, then ;:1 2 would increase linearly from O:t 2(0) • 0 to U-:(l) • 
(p _ p ) 2 more rapidly than in any other case. In the other extreme 
H U 
case, breaks would occur only at the ends of molecules, releasing 
fragments 110 small that O'1
2(k) would increase as slowly as one could 
desire. Under these circumstances, M , the weight-average molec-
w 
ular weight of the sample, would fall much more slowly than M , the 
n 
number-average molecular weight, and the ratio M 1M would increase 
w n 
indefinitely. A third possibility, intermediate between the two extremes 
discussed above, is random fragmentation, in which the M 1M ratio 
w n 
rapidly approaches Z. In this case, the behavior of "'iT1
2(k) can be 
determined from previously calculated distributions for the ond-to-end 
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For k • 0.5 a.nd k • 2, Z (calc) 
;M (0) 
may be obtained by numerical 
;2 (k) 
M n 
integration, using the calculated distributions of figure 1,. 
is given by the rela.tionship 
2 
o· (k) M 
n 
-2 ( ITM 0) 
n 
• k + 1 
n 
-2 ( ITM 0) 
n 
(8) 
Thus, if fragmentation is random, the determination of PH- Pu for 2 
a given experiment fixes the behavior of 0- 1 (k) expected for the end-
to-end model. 
4. Outiine of Experiments 
Sonicated unlabelled DNA wa.s studied to determine the manner 
in which the DNA had been fragmented, and thus clearly de£ine the 
expected behavior of ;'12 (k). The dependence of the ratio M 1M 
w n 
on k was estimated from sedimentation data in the following manner. 
Using an empirical relationship (4) (£ig. 5a), M was obtained from 
w 
the infinte dilution value of the sedimentation coefficient So and 




M 1M was estimated from dhtributions of sedimentation coefficients 
w n 
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2. -6 i em 
For a DNA sample. ;K~ is obtained from the formula (6) 
n 
cr·z / ( ~ )z (- ( ~ ) Z ,-I 2 -6 M dr..." R T v dr w r Mnl g em 
n r 
where V-, ( d
6




DNA in CsCI solution, the value of the density gradient at r, the angular 
velocity of the rotor, the distance from the rotor conter, the absolute 
temperature and the gas conatant. 
-2 ( -z ( Having established the behavior of .M k) and (TGC k), and 
n 
-2.( defined the behavior of crt k) for each of the two modele for the arrange-
ment of the 8ubunits, it was possible to predict the expected behavior 
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-2 
of IT T(k) in each of the two ca.... Exp.rim.nts were carried out to 
-z 
compar. the ob.erved value of ITT for fralm.nt. of hybrid DNA with 
the valu.s predict.d in this way. In addition, the experim.nt. were 
d .. lan.d .0 that the d18tribution of the fragm.nt. of hybrid DNA could 
be compared In detail with the distribution expected for the side-to-.ide 
model as is explained below. 
If the .ide-to-sid. model for the arrangement of the subunits 
is corr.ct. den.ity-gradient di.tributions of equally fraamented un-
labelled and hybrid DNA .hould differ only in their mean densities. If 
the end-to-end model is correct, they should differ additionally in a 
manner that satisfies the relation.hip 
-z ( ) -2 ( -2 
IT T hybrid - ITT unlabelled) = ITI (k) 2 -6 g cm (11) 
In ord.r to compare the density-gradient distributions of unlabelled 
and hybrid DNA at an equal degree of fragmentation, it is sufficient to 
bolate. fragment and band the two kinds of DNA as a mixture. It is 
thus possible to determine 1n detail the manner in which the den.ity-
gradient distribution of fragmented hybrid DNA differs from the dis-
tribution expected for the .ide-to-side modelr Since the two distribu-
tiona overlap to .ome d.gree. they cannot be compared in their entirety. 
If the degree of ov.rlap 18 not too great, it is po •• ible to compare the 
"dense" half of the hybrid DNA band (H(+») and the "light" half of the 
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unlabelled band (U(.). i'or symmetrical band •• this is a valid pro-
-z cedure, and the band variance (]" T is equal to the second moment of 
each half band (-)(+) around the band mode. 
I 
Z -6 g cm (lZ) 
Difference. between m Z(-)' m Z(+) for unlabelled DNA at various stages 
of fragmentation were inv •• tigated and experimental conditions in which 
a comparhon of half banda is valid were established. A detailed com-
parison of distribution. for unlabelled and hybrid DNA fragment. 
indicated that the end-to-end model was not correct. 
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B. Experimental Part 
1. holation of DNA 
DNA wa. holated from exponentially growini culture. of 
~K £2!Lstrain.!9l, according to a detergent method d •• cribed by Mar-
mur (7). In one experiment (flgl. Z and),), E. ~strain B was used, 
and hybrid DNA wa. holated by preparative denlity gradient centri-
fugation of a sodium dodecyleulfate lysate. 
z. Tran.fer Experiments 
For preparation of hybrid DNA, bacteria were grown at 30· c. 
in a 13C and l5N containing algal hydrolysate medium (8), diluted to 
8 provide a saturation titer of 2 x 10. Titers were determined by count-
ing the bacteria in a Petroff Hauser chamber. An equal volume of 
warmed, unlabelled culture medium, capable of providing a saturation 
9 titer of Z x 10 • wa. added to the culture near the end of the exponential 
phase of growth. The unlabelled medium contained casamino acids, 
salts, ammonium chloride, and 10 .... g / ml of the ribosides of guanine, 
cytosine, adenine, and uracil. After transfer to the unlabelled medium, 
the bacteria were allowed two generations of growth, then were chilled 
and harveeted. 
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3. Fragmentation of DNA 
DNA in .aline citrate buffer (0.015 M sodium ci.trate, 0.15 M 
s odium chloride) was fragmented by treatment in a 9 kilocycle sonic 
oscillator (Raytheon Co., Manchester, New Hampshire). For sonic 
irradiation, O. Z to 5 ml. of DNA solution at a concentration of 100 to 
400 lJ.i/ml was placed in a snap-top polyethylene v ial, which was floated 
in water in the cup of the sonic oscillator. Nitrogen was bubbled through 
solutions just before irradiation, except in one experiment, in which 
the free radical scavenger AET (amino ethyl isothiuronium bromide 
hydrobromide, Schwartz Laboratories, Mount Vernon, N. Y.) was 
used. After passage through a dialysis membrane to remove non-
dialysable material, a solution of AET wae brought to pH 7.5 with NaOH, 
and a.dded to the DNA solution to give a £inal concentration of SIJo. After 
irradiation, the sonicate was dialyaed against suine citrate t o remove 
A E T. In one experiment, fragmentation was accompli s hed by vigorous 
manual shaking of DNA in C eCI solution (fig l . 2 and 3). 
4. Electron Microscopy 
Preparation of samples for e lectron m i croscopy was car ri ed 
out by the technique of Hall (9), modified in that a carbon lubstrate 
was used inetead of the SiO and collodion substrates. Micrographs 
were made on Kodak lantern .Ude s with an RCA ZA electron microscope. * 
.Kindly made available by Mr. E. Bowler, Electron Microscopy Section, 
Dept. of Engineering, UCLA . 
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5. Ultracentrifuge Studi.s 
Photography 
For aedimentation velocity and denaity gradient atudiea. a 
Spinco Model E ultracentrifuge and atandard ultraviolet absorption optica 
were used. Absorption photographs of the cell content. were made on 
Kodak commercial fUm, and developed 5 minute a in Kodak Dll developer 
at ZOe C. They were converted to tracinilil of relative abaorption 
versus distance from the rotor center, using a double beam recording 
microdensitometer (Joyce Loebl, Ltd., Newcastle on Tyne. Engla.nd) 
0:" 
with a alit width corresponding to l' mm. in the cell. Linearity of film 
response was judged by meane of a. reference aperture (10) within tho 
rotor. and for equilibrium runs. by meana of the following additional 
criterion. A aeries of exposures of geometrically increaaing duration 
waa made. Since maximum contrast is attained when the fUm response 
is linear. under and overexposures could be identified by a relative 
diminution of the band height. 
For all equilibrium runs, and moat of the velocity runa, the 
atandard ultraviolet optic. were supplemented with a Z mm. thick filter 
(Corning '9863) placed above the light aource to eliminate visible light. 
With a pyrex filter placed above the '9863 filter, to check for tranll-
mission of visible light. exposures of one hour reliulted in no visible 
film blackenin,. 
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Sedimentation Velocity Studies 
Velocity runs were carried out at 20- C. in aaline citrate 
buffer at rotor speeds between 23.150 RPM and 44.770 RPM. At 
the DNA concentrations employed. there was no speed effect (11) on 
the sedimentation coefficients of our preparations. Optical densities 
(OD 260) of DNA solutions were measured in a Beckman DU spectro-
photometer. Depending on the optical density of the solution, one of 
the following centrifuge cell centerpieces was used: 
a) epon, 3 mm. optical path. 4-
b) anodized aluminum. 12 mm. optical path. 4-
c) epon. 30 mm. optical path. z-
Sedimentation coefficients were calculated from the 50" points 
of boundary tracings (12). with the usual viscosity and density correc-
tions. Samples were studied at several concentrations, and many dup-
licate runs were performed. both by the resuspension of sedimented 
DNA and by the use of aliquots of a common DNA solution. The con-
centration of DNA in each run was estimated from the sedimenting fraction 
of ultraviolet absorbing material and the total optical density of the solu-
tion. assuming that a DNA concentration of 50 ""g/ml corresponds to an 
optical density of 1. 0 { 4 ,. 
In contrast to reaults obtained with higher molecular weight 
bacteriophage DNA (13). passing our preparations through hypodermic 
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needles (,Z3 needle, 0.5 rnl. per minute) did not reduce the sedimenta-
tion coefficient. However. to minimize the shearing forces involved in 
filling analytical cells. I mI. pipettes with orifices at least Z mm. in 
diameter were used instead of hypodermic needles. DNA solutions 
were sloWly pipetted into partially assembled cells, open at one end. 
Density Gradient Studies 
Density gradient centrifugations were carried out with optical 
grade CsCl (Maywood Chemical Company, Maywood, New Jersey). 
Densities of CsCl solutions were obtained using the relationahiF (14) 
Pzs- C. = 10. 8601 f1~R-CK - l3.4?74! O. ooz g cm-3 (13) 
Refractive index measurements were made with a Zeiss refractometer. 
C sCI solutions of density -3 PZ5 - C • • 1. 71 g cm containing 0.5 to 5 tJ.g 
DNA were buffered at pH 8.5 with o. OOZ M tris(hydroxymethyl)amino-
ethanol. They were centri£uged at 44,770 RPM or 35.600 RPM in an 
analytical cell with a Kel F centerpiece. 12 mm. optical path, and 1-
negative wedge window. A calculation was made of the maximum time 




The following expresa. was uud (Appendix 3). 
Zl 
sec (14) 
where tbNA ill the time at which the variance of a density gradient 
distribution of DNA is within 10/. of its equilibrium value. Attainment 
of equilibrium waa verified by s howing that tracings of photographs 
taken at 12 to 24 hour intervals were superimposable. For each equi-
librium centrifugation (Ings. 8-11, 14, 16) the calculated upper bound 
on t* was in good agreement with the time at which equilibrium was at-
tained, as judged by the above mentioned criterion. 
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c. Results 
1. Properti .. of Sonic Fralmenta of Unlabelled DNA 
DNA fragments (sampl .. II. III. and IV) were prepared by 
.onication of purified E. coli KIZ W677* DNA (aample I). A summary 
of data regarding each sample may be found in table I. The free 
radical scavenger AET was used during the preparation of sample IV. 
In the cas. of samples II and III. nitrogen was bubbled through the 
solution just before sonication. 
The effect of aonication on the lengths of DNA molecules is 
demonatrated in electron micrographs of samples I and IV (fig. 4a. b). 
The spraying procedure involved in sample preparation is known to 
produce molecular scissions and few molecules of length greater than 
Z microns survive (15). However, the fragments in sample IV were 
considerably shorter than tho.e in sample I, pr •• umably as a result of 
the sonic treatment. 
The effect of sonication on the molecular weight of the DNA was 
determined from the infinite dilution value of the sedimentation coef-
SO fident S ZO. w' using the empirical relationship shown in figure Sa. 
The extrapolation of sedimentation data to infinite d.i1lltion was carried 
out as shown in figure 6, and the values of S , the extrapolated s.di-
o 
mentation coefficient, and M for each sample may be found in table 1. 
w 
The possibility that the predominant products of sonication of DNA were 
.Paris strain, kindly provided by Dr. G. Bertani. 
Z3 
not macromolecular fralments. and that thesedl __ tation data was 
not representative of the bulk of the sample was considered. It was 
experimentally verified that .onication for the durations employed in 
the se experi ments: 
a) had no measurable effect on the optical density (00 Z60) 
of DNA solutions. 
b) did not increase the proportion of non-sedimenting. ultra-
violet absorbing material in samples. 
In order to investigate the manner in which the molecule. had 
been fralmented, integral distributions of sedimentation coefficients 
were obtained from sedimenting boundary profiles, and are shown in 
figure 7. Values of M 1M were calculated from them. and are pre-
w n 
sented in table 1 along with values of Ie obtained using formula 8. 
For sample II, the M 1M ratio is consistent with the hypothesla that 
w n 
the molecules have a "most probable" distribution of size •• resulting 
from random fragmentation. In contrast to rellults obtained employing 
a somewhat different sonication procedure (16), this distribution did 
not per.let with increasina k, the polydiBperllity in molecular si:&e 
decrea.inl in more highly sonicated samples •• The data lIugg.st that 
.Shear degradation of calf thymus DNA by means of a vaporizer operated 
at a fixed air pressure hall been reported to reduce the polydispersity 
of samples in a similar manner (17). The minimum attainable molec-
ular weight in this case was 106• Larger 8ubmolecular structures, 
around Z. 5 x 10 6 in molecular weilht. have been reported to result 
from treatment of E. coll B (18) DNA with chymotrypsin, wi.' t, 
or by .halein, DNA -so~ns with chloroform octanol. 
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5 7 x 10 repre •• nts a lower limit both for the size of fragments which 
are broken from larger molecules and for the siae of lragments which 
are themselves broken by aonic vibration. The attainable molecular 
weight reduction has been found to depend on the precis. conditions 
of sonication, including such factor s as the position and volume of 
the sample. the composition and geometry of the sample container, 
and the condition of the sonic oscillator. 
-z( l'he Calculation of 0'1 k} for the End-to-End Model 
From the behavior of the ratio M 1M as a function of k. we 
w n 
have concluded that fragmentation was essentially random from k • 0 
to k • 3.4. In this range, it is valid to use the calculat!2 distributions 
2 ETI (k) 
of figure 1 to predict the behavior of ;1 {k}. Values of 2 (calc) 
(PH-Pu) 
for k • 0.5 and k • 2 were obtained from the distributions of figure 1 
';'I(k) 
using fOl·mula 7. They were converted to values of 5-
M 
(0) (calc), and 
PH-PU 
plotted in figure 17, using the n ti " .. () (TM 0 
n 
n 
( J ) obtained from :::-
2 
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a transfer experiment which will be described. A smooth curve was 
;(k) drawn through the two points, asymptotic to the line :: PH - Pu. 
cr-M(O) 
n 2 
This curve has been taken to represent the dependence of ~l on k 
expected for random fragmentation of the DNA. It provides an estimate 
of the traction of PH-PU attained by ;1 as a function of k, independent 
,5 
of the values of PH-Pu and of CTM (0). Using this curve, we conclude 
n Z 
that ITI (k) should attain 700/. of its maximum by k : 3.4. For k> 5, 
O"i (k) should increase as rapidly as in the case of random 
fragmentation, 8ince few fragments of molecul~r weight lells than 
5 -2 7 x 10 are produced. ThUll the behavior of iT I (k) expected on the 
basis of the end-to-end mod.l is adequately represented by the curve of 
figure 17. 
The Calculation of -cr- 2M (k) from Sedimentation n 
Velocity Data 
For DNA in CsCl solution of density p"' 1. 71 at 25- C. and {or 
r • 6.5, we may write (6) 
E~ ) 
dr 
10 l -4 
.. 8. 35 x 10 w r g cm 
r 







2 -6 g cm 





calculated (T M· Values of 0")..1 for samples I-IV may be found in 
n -2 n 
table 1. The behavior of 0" (k) is represented ill figure 17 by a plot 
- M iTM (k) n 
n l/Z 




The Calculation ofij~CEkF from Cenllity-Gr adient Data 
Using equation 9. and evaluatini a-~D<kF numerically from the 
observed den.ity-gradient distri b ution. values of cr-;C( k) were calcu-
-2 - 2 lat.d. ValLlell of G" GC and IT T for samplell I-IY may be found in table 
1. A plot of cr-:c. E~F versus k was constructed all follows: Values 
- 2 
IJ""M,,(OI 
of (j- ~C for four different values of k were obtained from data for 
-2 
samples I-IV. divided by (f (0) (from data for sample I). and plotted 
M n 
in figure 17. A smooth curve connecting the points represents the be-
-2 havior of cr GC ( k). 
-;).. 
The Calculation of crT (Ie) Expected for the Two M odels 
for the Arrangement of the Subunits 
Values of fJ; (k ) expected for each m odel for the arrangement 
of the subunits were calculated from figure 17. using equation 5 and 
values of p.. -fv and v n h (0) obtained in a subsequent exper iment. 
Figure 18 shows the behavior of as a function of k. expected on 
tho basis of each of the two models. 
The Determination of 
-"2.. CTT from Hall Bands 
W ith the exception of one sample in which a small amount of 
D NA had apparently been denatured. bands of sonicated DNA did not 
show signifi cant skewnes s. and the following r elationship was experi-
mentally verified (Appendix S). 
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-2 '" ( '" a- = m -) = m (+) T ? Z (17) 
where m z(-)' m z(+) are the second moments of the half bands (-) (+) 
around the band mode. Because of band symmetry, it is possible to 
-2 
evaluate aT for partially overlapping bands of sonicated unlabelled 
and hybrid DNA by evaluating m 2(U( -» and mZ(H(+».* 
l. Properties of Sonic Fragmenta of Transfer DNA 
DNA was isolated from!. ~~ two generations after transfer 
from labelled to unlabelled culture medium. The method of Marmur (7) 
was uaed for holation. In the density gradient, this " transfer" DNA 
(.ample V) formed two slightly overlapping bands (fig. 14), one at a 
density expected for unlabelled DNA, and the other at a density expected 
for hybrid 13C , lSN labelled DNA . Sedimentation velocity atudiea (fig. 
12) indicated that the transfer DNA had a weight average molecular weiiht 
6 50 
of 12 x 10. The concentration dependence of S20,w and the diatribution 
of sedimentation coefficients (fig.13) were similar to those of unlabelled 
DNA previously isolated. 
-In case of DNA denaturatIon , the aSElumption of band symmetry for the 
sonicated hybrid DNA band is incorrect and we may write 
( ( -2 2 -6 m 2 H +» > 0- T g em 
Thus the assumption of symmetry wouldlead to an overestimation of 
-2 
iT favoring the end-to-end model. T 
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aecause of alight overlap of the two bands of sample V, the (-) 
half of tho unlabelled DNA band ( U(-», and the (+) half of the hybrid 
band (H( +» were studied. Va.lues of various parameters for the two 
half bands may be found in table 2. The fact that mz(U(-» > mz(H(+» 
was consistent with the mUd band skewness previously observed for 
unlabelled DNA before sonication (Appendix 5). The magnitudes of 
mz(H(+», M 1M , were also comparable to tho8e for 8ample I. 
w n 
Two additional samples of tranafer DNA (VI and VII) were 
prepar ed by 80nication of aliquots of sample V in the abllence of AE T. 
Samples VI and VII were studied in the CsCl density gradient (figs. 
15 a.nd 16) and sedimentation velocity analysis was carried out on sample 
VII (figs. 12 and 13). The observed values of the phy sical parametera 
may be found in table Z. 
The effects of sonication on the sedimentation behavior of the 
transfer DNA were similar to ita effects on unlabelled DNA. Both 
unlabelled and transfer DNA were reduced to the same range of 
molecular size by sonication, and in this range. the size polydispersity 
as Judged from distributions of sedimentation coefficients (figs. 6 and 13) 
wa.s comparable for the two kinds of DNA. All the transfer DNA was 
smaller in aize before aonication, fewer scissions per molecule were 
attained in this case (k = 7). 
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Predictions for the End-to-End Model 
If tho end-to-end modal is correct. at k = i more than 80% 
of the original rnasa of the DNA would no longer have the mean density 
of hybrid DNA PH' but would condilt of unlabelled and fully labelled 
fragments with mean densities PU ' PL' Sonication of the transfer 
DNA (sample V) should increase the ratio of unlabelled to labelled DNA 
by a factor of two, resulting in a similar chango in the ratios of heights 
and areas of the unlabelled and labelled DNA bands. 
Predictions for the Side-to-Side Modol 
If the side-to-side model is correct, the hybrid and unlabelled 
sonicated DNA s should have the same den.ity-gradient dietribution, 
but with different means. 1£ the unlabelled DNA band is symmetrical, 
there will be a position in the cell where the Cs Cl density is pu· and 
such that 
P -p • : U U 




where CU(PU)' CU(PU.) are the concentrations of fragments of un-
labelled DNA for PU ' PU., Thus if the fragments of hybrid DNA and 
unlabelled DNA are banded together, and if CH(Pu) « C U<PU) 
CU(PH ) «CH(PH ) then for the mixture we may write 
so 
: (ZO) 
In the side-to-aide case,the ratio of unlabelled to labelled DNA in the 
unsonicated aample of transfer DNA should not be affected by sonication. 
Relative heights and relative areas of the bands should remain easenti-
ally constant. 
Characteristics of the Experimental Diltributions 
Havins presented detailed prediction. of the equilibrium diatri-
bution of the sonicated transfer DNA expected for each of the two 
modeh for the arrangements of the subunits, we now consider the 
experimental distributions. Since we have sedimentation velocity data 
for sample VII only, our discussion refers primarily to the density 
gradient distribution for thh aample (£1,. 16). The distribution for 
sample VI at a lower k value, is completely consistent with that of 
sample VII (fig. 15). 
The ob.erved density gradient distribution for sample VII is 
representative of the entire sample, aince essentially all of the DNA 
introduced into the analytical cell can be accounted for in the band, 
with the aid of the reference aperture. Referring to table 2, we note 
that the density difference between the modes of the unlabelled and 
-3 hybrid DNA banda decrea.ed by no more than 0.001 IJ cm alter 
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sonication. Thh effect was attributed to the overlapping or the two 
banda. which contributes to the concentration of the DNA preferentb.lly 
between the band modes. The convergence of the two ba.nd modes 
increased the observed values of mZ(U( -» and rnz(H(+» by less than 
5"lo . 
The shapes of the half bands U(-) and H(t) are highly similar. 
and mz(U(-» and mZ(H(+» agree well with each other. Values of 
-2 
mZ(H(+» for samples VI and vn are compared with curves of 0" T(k) 
(calculated. side-to-side) and ;·~EkF (calculated. end-to-end) in fiiure 
J. 
18. The value of k for sample VII was determined by sedimentation 
stndies as described, and the value of k for sample VI was eatimated 
from the value of mZ( U( -». The experimental values clearly indicate 
-2 
that the end-to-end model is not correct. If the determination of crT 
or k were in error by 4000/0. the experimental result would have been 
intermediate between the two models. and the range of error is cer-
talnly less than 200/0. The height and area of H(+) relative to those of 
U(-) were essentially unaffected by sonication. The small decreal!le in 
area of U( -) probably renects a decreased skewness of the band of 
unlabelled DNA as a result of sonication. as wa s f Olmd for unlabelled 
DNA a. described in Appendix 5. The concentration of DNA at PL is 
less than 30/0 of that at PH' and is essentially the lIarne as the DNA con-
centration at PU •• relative to that at PU. 
< 0.03 
Thus no evidence of fl.tlly labelled fragments could be detected, and it 
wa!l posllible to set an upper limit of 3". for the relative concentration 
of fully labelled fragments resulting from the sonication of the hybrid 
DNA. 
D. Summary 
It has been demonstrated that lIonic fragments of hybrid DNA 
preserve their hybrid character and that the subunits of DNA are not 
in an end-to-end arrang ement. Knowledge of the mass per unit length 
of these fragments would fix an upper limit for the number of poly-
nac1eotide .tra ndll within ;], lingle subunit. 
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AFPENDIX 
C alcu l a ti on 01 eqlti1ib r i llm di s tributi ons for fr a g m ents o f hybrid 
DNA fr o m model s for the a rrang e ment of t he subunits . 
T he most gen era l e xp r es s i on which maj he w r i tten for the 
d e n sity g radient d i stri b u t io n. of f r aament s of h yb d d DNA is 
2 
C ( p) : 
l r -
c ( I dC I MK F expE - ~ P (I . Dc;)] . o ) dGC dl: dM 
- 2 
M I GC cr 1. ; 
w h e re C ( p) i s the DNA con c e n tration a t d e nsi ty P • .;: 2 i s the vari -
M 
( 1) 
ance (g2 c m -C.) for b a nds of DNA o f mol e c luar weigh t M and den!i i ty fJ • 
o 
a n d C (I , GC , M ) i s the conc e ntr ation ( ) £ D1 A of md.ecu.lar wei ght 1, 
n ucle o t i de compo ai t ion GC and i sotope cornpo3ition I , i n the to tal 
s ampl e . 1'0 c a l c ula te the e . lli lib riLlm d i stributi o. l fr om th is e;:p. e ssion , 
it i s s r£fici~DDlt to know th ~~ di str ibuti on of the akK~ fragments w ith 
r esp ect to the pa r ameter s GC , I and lv; . v. e~nay a13S\lII1 e th at ::IC is 
i ndepen de n t of I a.nd M . a:ld c rm c ern E;ur~elves wi t.h the dist r ib'l t i on of 
th e DNA fragment s with re s p e c t t o n llcleo t ide compo s ition alone . If 
one al! St' m es that b a de p a ir s ar e d i:l t r i ollt e d ran d omly an ong t h e 
fr agme n t s of r;,NA . the di s trib lt ti on of guanine c y tosine ba s e pa i rs w i thi n 
e a ch si ze class i ~K b inomial , w ith v a r i a nce n p(l - pl. The varia.nce of 
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the mole fraction of guanine cytosine for DNA is given by 
l 
<Tac I .. -4n 
1 I 






where M. M , n are the Inolecular weight of the DNA, the weight of 
o 
+ 
a nucleotide pair (880 for the C!l salt of DNA), and the number of 
nucleotide pairs. The assumption of randomness in the diatribution 
of GC pairs i. formally equivalent to the assumption that the DNA is 
homogeneoull in nucleotide composition, since equilibrium distributions 
in the two cas •• are nearly identical. Consider an equilibrium dhtri-
butlon of molecule. of isotopic composition I and molecular weiiht M 
in which ac pair. are randomly distributed. The distribution i. 
gaulISian (19) with variance given by. (Appendix 2) 
-2 -2 l 
(J"T • <TM + :rOC 35.5 + 2.2 37.7 . - . M M M (3) 
-2 
and is identical . to a di atribution for which 0" GC • 0 .Hh the denSity 
scale is multiplied by a factor tl~~nK Within a factor of 1).9'6 in the 
density distribution, the result is generally valid aince any equilibrium 
distribution i. a sum of gaussiana. 
To complete the calculation of an equilibrium distribution from 
equation 1 we must consider the distribution of the fragments with 
respect to their isotopic composition 1 and molecular weight M. This 
.From this calculation we also note that for molecule. in which base 
pair. are ra.ndomly dhtributed a-GC 




distribution depends on the nature of the assumptions made re,arding 
the manner in which the DNA ia fralmented. W e have assumed that 
breaks occur randomly at a fixed number (N) of poutble breaking 
points alone the lenith of the molecule. The observation that breaka,e 
is unlikely for fragments below a certain 5ise is consiatent with this 
assumption. It has been verifled by calculation that the result is essen w 
tially independent of N for KIN < 0.1. 
The calculation is outlined below, and takes the form of a 
depolymerlaation analysis. In the case of the sonic fragmentation of 
DNA. the smallest fragment which can be produced by Bonlc irradiation 
may be taken as the "monomer." 
The equilibrium dhtributlon of random fr&ament8 of a macromolecule 
in a density gradient. 
Consider a solution of polymer molecules A each composed 
of monomers &i' i· 1 •••.• N + 1 (N odd) joined by links iQ.i +1 with 
probability of rupture P(lcii+I). For the case of random fragmentation 
of the polymer Ii . the fraction of polymer molecules which will be broken at 
the link 10.1+1 is independent of i 
(4) 
and the fraction which will give rise to fragments. A .= a a 00. 0 & a is 
- i j i i+ 1 j -1 j 
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(1 _ p)N 
P(1 _ p)J-i 
pl(l _ p)j-i 
for \1Ilbroken molecules .A. = A 
1 J 
end fragmente i. 1 or j • N+l 
middle fragment. i+ 1 and 
j :FN+l 
(5) 
A mong the fraiments re Bulting from random breakage. the proportion 
P{.A.' a 
1 J • 
(6) 
For the end-to-end model of DNA let the densities of the monomers 
ai be given by 
N+l i • 1 ••••• z (unla belled) 
N+l 
• T + 1 ••••• N+l (fully l a belled) 
(7) 
Let [BULl denote the set of fragments with U unlabelled and L labelled 
monomers 
- 1 in any case 
and 
. if U > 0 and L > 0 
if L .. 0 (8) 
if U =O 
37 
N+l Sinee there are -z - U equally Ukely different types of internal fr&&-
'menta compo.ed of U unlabelled monomer. only. the fraction of fra,-
menta containing U unlabelled and L fully labelled monomers is siven 
by the matrix element 
P(l_p) U+L-l 
l+Np 
'(1 )U+L-1 P -p 
l+Np 
l+N p 
if U=O or L=O 
N+1 





The weight fraction of BUL is the fraction of monomers at in frag-
(10) 
Fra,menta BUL have the equilibrium di s triblttion (6) 
2 








UPu + Li>L 
PUL • p(B UL)· U+L 
M ,. M(B ). U+L 
UL UL N+l )ll A 
i! (r-rUL) ) (normalised) (11) Z 
CTUL 
is the variance of the d18tri-
bution of BUL 
is the variance of the dil3tri-
bution of polymer A 
is the density of BUL 
is the molecular weight of 
BUL 








PL - Pu 
(dp/dr) 
r A 
Ur + LrL U 
.(Auuming ; = 1/ p) 
for the polymer A 
for the unlabelled monomer 9 
for the labelled monomer s 
for the fralments 
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Thus the equilibrium dilltribution of the fragments i8 
C(r) ~ (normalised) (ll) 
D.L < N+l 
-7 
S etting PU · PL we obtain the equilibri um distribution of fraament. for 
the side-to- s ide model of D NA . In thi. ca s e the fr a ction of fragments 
of size S is 
pCBS) = ~mEBriF = 
U+L=S 




the weight fraction fa 
and the equilibrium distribution 
N +l 
C(r) - 2:. F weBS) _1 __ 
S al ~ ~p 
where Z N+l Z ~p lit -s rr A 
for S < N 
S = N+l 
1 
exp (- -2 








Calculation of equilibrium distributions according to equations 
lZ and 15 were carried out with a Burroughs ZOS computer for various 
values of Nand k . Np. assuming The 
contribution to the equilibrium distribution of fragments smaller than 
0.1 of the initial molecular size was ignored. The results are pre-
sonted below. 
Values of " 0.399 




I II -1 11-2 U-3 
N 9 99 99 99 4 
X 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 .· 0.5 
K 0.5 2 4 8 0 
1 .351 .284 .222 · 151 .399 
2 .345 .276 .217 
· 149 .352 
3 
· 307 .253 .204 .143 .242 
4 .252 .220 • 1 H5 · 135 • 130 
5 
· 193 · 181 · 161 • 123 .054 
c 
· 138 · 143 · 137 · III .018 
7 .093 .109 .112 • 097 .004 
8 .059 • 081 .091 .084 
9 • 037 .059 .072 .071 
10 .Oll .042 .056 .060 
11 .014 .030 .043 .050 
12 .009 • l~O .033 .041 
13 .01 6 .025 .033 





XjCdr .99 .96 .89* .89* .99 
*Low values are due to neglect of small fragments. 
4 2 
END -T( ) - E r-m l\.lCDEL 
I IIa 1 IIa2 Ha3 lIbi IIb2 ill 
} ' 9 19 19 19 19 19 99 
)I 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 I 1 
}< 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.5 2 Z 
1 .26 1 .268 • 181 • 125 .268 .088 .098 
2 .233 .257 
· 175 • 121 . 172 . 068 
3 • 169 .228 • 158 · III .05 6 .04 3 
4 • 102 • 187 .133 .097 .022 .034 
5 .0 5 b .143 • 107 .081 . 016 .031 
6 .033 • 103 .083 .067 .014 .032 
7 • 023 .on .063 .055 .015 .03 6 
8 .01 9 .050 .049 .046 .016 .044 
9 .017 .0]5 .040 .040 .018 .049 
10 .01 6 .027 .034 .036 .01 6 .045 
11 .015 .031 .034 .032 
12 .015 .028 .032 .018 
13 .015 .027 .031 .008 
14 .01 6 .025 .030 
15 .017 .025 .029 
16 .018 .029 
17 .019 .029 
18 .01 9 .029 
19 .017 .029 
20 . 0 15 .030 
21 .012 .032 
22 .009 .033 
x5CJr .99 * * . 96 .97 
*The complete distribution was not calculated. 
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APPE NDIX 2 
The relationship between the variance of the equilibrium distribution 
of fragments of hybrid DNA and the variances of the distributions oC 
nucleotides and heavy isotopes among the molec ules. 
For molecules heterogeneous in density and molecular weight 
-2 ( the variance oC the equilibrium dilltrib l.ltion <T T may be written S) 
-2 









where <TD i. the variance oC the density distribution and -2 ,. is the v M 
n 
contribution of the thermal movement of the molecules to the va dane e 
of the equilibrium distribution. Assuming that there are no other 
causes of density heterogeneity . the buoyant density of a DNA molecule 
ill a linear {unction of it. nucleotide and isotopic composition. F'or the 
degree oC ieotopic labelling involved in these experiments the linear 
relation is 
Pzs • = 1. 658 + 0.1 GC + 0.032 I (Z) 
where GC and I are mole fractions of guanine cytosine and heavy iso-
tope. To a first approximation. the illotopic and nucleotide composi-
tiona of a fragment of hybrid DNA are independent random variables. * 
By an elementary theorem of probability theory (20) we may write 
-z 
where <TGC ' 
-z ITI are the contributions of nucleotide and isotopic 
(3) 
heterogeneity to the variance of the density distribution. The parameters 
;D~CD;;: are related to the variances of the di stributionll of nuc1eo-
Z 2 




• 10 x v-I 
(4) 
(5) 
.The ratio of density labelling for the guanine cytosine and adenine 
thymine pairs is given by their mass increment ratio. assuming no 
chanie in volume. The GC nucleotide pair has H carbon atoms and 
8 nitrogens. the AT pair 20 carbons and 7 nitrogens. For DNA 





0.54(20) + 7 
= 
17.8 
• 1. 03 
17.2 
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A PPENDIX 3 
Calculation of the time required to reach equilibri um for density 
gradient centrifuga.tion of DNA in C I5Cl. 
Consider a polymer homogeneous in m olecular weight M and b uoy -
ant density f. forming a band in the density gradient. The time de-
pendent differential equation characterising the approa.ch to equilibrium 
ia written (6) 
Je. 
dt (1) 
In this equation t is the time elapsed during the run, x is the distance 
in the cell from that pos ition where the density of the medium i8 \" 
C(x) is the concentration of the polymer at x, D is the diffusion coef-
ficient for the polymer. The va r iance of the equilibrium dietribution 
of the polymer U;L is given by equation 10 (see text, p. 13). 
Using equation 1, we may obtain the following integral equation 
f~D (Z) 
-00 
The left s ide of 2 may be integ r ated by parts as follows 
JI'O)(n 1. (de -t ~F d)( -::. )( tt ( if T )( c y~~ n ~h-f (d (. + ~F J)(. ~FE d't. cr' dx rr.;t.} )'i. dK. tg~ 
-00 _0() - 00 (3) 
J 
n-\ 
-Yi X de dx Jx 
Thus we obtain the relationship 
"( de ~ \ ,,-, CJ"'" x J)( "\- cr~ i - n )( ~ 
_OC 
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- "0(0_')): n~ C J, 
_.0 
_uo 
_I_[pan J C 1 
-+ D \( Ji (J)( 
(4) 
(5) 
For bands whose widths are small compared to the radial width of the 
liquid column in the centrifuge cell, there exists a. time to such that 
for t > to we have 
jvm. C (x,-h = 0 o 
\,x \ --.;:> 0<:> 
Using these boundary conditione, the left aide of equation 5 vanishes, 
and we have a moment relationship first given by R. Feyuman (14) 
(6) 
where A (t) is the nth moment of the polymer distribution at time t and 
n 
o 
."'. (t) is ita time derivative. By definition 
n 






which has the unique solution 
= (8) 
Let us define t;NA as the time of centrifugation for DNA such 
that t > ~AKimplies ( (J;t(;t) 9 A * C-t) -.;1.- -J<O.Ol,where CJ2(t)-: A qE~ 0 
Vi e ulie equation 8 to find an upper bound for tbNA' If S is the infinite 
dilution value of the sedimentation coefficient with respect to water at 
assuming D is independent of the medium; Taking 
I 
-:; = 1..7 : g cm-3 
for solvated DNA, and using equations 10 and (l S of the text (pp. 13 a.nd 
lS) , we rewrite equation 8 
-\0 C Ij t 
- .;;( t.t 'I. \ 0 .) vJ 1"';1. 
Since for t = 0, C ie independent of x,we have 
and thUfll obtain· 





The determination of molecular weight for Ia.mples of DNA. 
The conclusions drawn \n thil Itudy depend importantly on 
measureInentl of rnolecular weight for samples of DNA. Since these 
mealurements utUbed a calibration of S versus M which had been 
carried oat in other laboratories, it seemed deifirable to carefully 
ex?mine the validity of the c~libration and of our application of it. 
For DNA of M < 5 x l() 6 , values of 1-~1 obtained by llsht scatter-
inK a,ree well with values obtained from sedimentation and viscosity 
measurements, usina the Manc1.elkern-Scheraga equation (Zl) 
. 




where [,,], S , M , v are the intrinsic viscosity, the iniinlte dilution 
o 'fIT 
value of the sedimentation coefficient, the weight a.verage molecular 
weight, and the partial specific volume of the polymer; '1 ,p are the 
o 
viscosity and the density of the .olvent and j3 ill an empirtelU para-
meter. The magnitude of j3 has been studied for flexible cb&in polymers 
of diflerent molecular weights in different solvents, for proteins and 
for TMV, and has been found to be a conitant for a liven polymeric 
" ( . 
... ", 
type, independent of molecular weight. and of the solvent, with a 
6 6 
value between Z.l and 2..7 x 10 (2.Z). F or DNA of M < 5 x 10 , as 
6 determined by light sca ttering , values o f between Z.4 and Z.9 x 10 
h a v e been repor ted. Fo r larg e r molec ula r weight DNA, 13 increase. 
in malnitude. reaching 3.6 x 106 for a sample (1 6) of M • 7.7 x 106 • 
Butler et a1. (24) have advanced eo theo retical argum ent indicating that 
light scattering is i napplic a ble to the de t e r mination of molecular 
w eights above 5 x 1Oi. for DNA . They a s sl!me a " of 2 . 6 x 106 in cal-
culating ~~ from sedimentation ~Ind viscosity meae urements, using 
equation 1. Doty has adopted the procedure of accepting the light 
scattering data up to 8 x l()b a nd us ing the c u rvature of the P veraua M 
6 plot to extrapolate j3 for M aa high 018 16 x 10 (4). W e have accepted 
the Doty calibra.tion of p, and used his M verSU8 S plot, aa it is not 
w 0 
likely to lead to an overe8timation of the molecular weight of unsonicated 
DNA, and thus is not likely to lead to an overeetimation of k. for 
sonicated DNA. 
Uling the calibration diacusled above, the determination of 
molecular weight. below 5 mUlion from sedimentation data is a reason-
ably reliable procedure. However, DNA sonicatea made with and without 
AET dif£er in certain respects , and it i. a necessary to discuss the poa.ible 
.For one system, poly methyl m ethacr ylate in acetone, j3 increallea 
from Z.IZ to Z. 52 &8 M increa ... (rom 30,000 to 14,000,000 (23). 
w 
.ffoch of th.s. differences on our conclusions. 
Ther. are a number of indica.tions that the use of A ET reduces 
the damage done to DNA by the free radicals produ.:ed du.ring sonication. 
A ET abolishes the e££ect of D NA concent"r ation on the ina.ctivation of 
genetic markers by Ilonication. ae well as reducing the a.bsolute amount 
of ina.ctivation (25). From the band s hape of sample In (fig. 10). one 
might conclude that sonication without AE. T had rtl uulted in the denatur-
a.tion of a limall fraction of the D NA sample. The data. of, figure 6 Bug-
seflt tha.t the concentration d ependence of Ks ~~K w diilers for lIlonicates 
ma.de with and without AET. Only one 1I0llicatc 01 molecular weight greater 
than 106 made without AET ha ~ b een rep':>rt.d. The values of Sand 
o 
M l o r this sonicate are inconsi stent with the ertlpirica.l relationship 
w 
shown in figure Sa. and ma.y indicate that the relationship for sonicatea 
made without AET should be ducribed by the dotte d. line 1n figure 5b. 
However. the investir;atol'" (16) responsible for the vi!.luell of M"., 
and C; £01' thill sample also obtained a value of ll'lJ which wa!l consistent 
o 
with that of other DNA samples of the same molecula.r weight. Sub-
stitution of the values of [,,1, M and S into equa.tion 1 gave a value of 
o 
f.l far below the acceptable ra.nge, and the S value was .-ejected as (4) 
o 
incorrect. F llrthermore, the difference in concentration dependence 
(\nd 
between sonicates made with .. without AET doe. not suggest that 
there ia a difference in the relation between Sand M for the two kinds 
o 
of sonicat... The concentra.tion dependence of S reflects the inter-
.. etion properties of DNA molecule •• while the infinite dilution extra-
polation approximates the sedimentation conltants of noninteracting 
DNA mol$Culel. Thus there i s no indlcal10n that the use of the 
empirical relationship between !vi and S i s n o t valid for liIonicateo 
'II 0 
made wi tKK~out AE 'T . 
A PPENDIX 5 
Symmetry properties of DNA band. 
The degree of 8y mInetr y or skewnes8 of a DNA band may be 
evalua.ted by comparing the two halve s of the ba.nd formed by a line 
dropped from the band mode If t o the baseline. I" e desi gna.te the hal! 
ba.nd clos ea t to the roto!' center b y (-). an d the one far thei t from the 
.. enter by (+). If PM is the C~C l density a.t M . the s econd moments 
around the band mode are d efined as iollowlt. 
m
z
{ _) • _-KKKKK;ll~ _____ _ 
5 PM C(p)dp 
-00 
2 -6 g cm 
2 -6 g em 
Va.lues oC rn
Z
{-) and m Z(+) have been calculated for the bands of samples 
-z I-IV and are presented below. with values of (J'r obtained from the 
di.tribution.. The relative a r eas 
are a.ho tabulated. 
R(-) R(+) 6 6 -z xlO 6 Sample m Z(-)xlO mZ(+)xlO O"T 
1 0.53 0.41 10. 1 4.0 7 
II 0.50 0.50 11 l l. S 11.8 
ill 0.45 0.55 37 56 47 
IV 0.50 0.50 51 58 51 
A diatinct skewness 1n the direction of decreased den.ity has 
been observed 1n banda of DNA prepared from E. ~ ~ by the 
method of Marmur. No similar asymmetry has been ob.erved 1n 
banda of DNA isolated from.!. ~ B by dodecyl sullate lysis and 
den.ity grildient centrifugation. Becau.e this skewness is so rapidly 
reduced by sonication of the DNA, it is unlikely that it i. due entirely 
to difference. in nucleotide composition among the molecules. If only 
S% of the DNA molecule. contained of the order of O. 005 weilht frac-
tion of protein, a .kewness similar to that observed could be produced. 
53 
With the exception of lIample In, eamples of sonicated DNA 
.v ,..J -z formed symmetrical banda with m Z(-) - m z(+) - ITT' Examination of 
the band shape for sample m (fig. 9) reveals that the .kewn ••• consists 
of a. "taU" of the (+) half band, r est<lting in an increase in m z(+)' The 
"tail" appears to be due to a small broad band centered at a position in 
the cell where the C eCI dcnei t y is approximat.ely 0,015 g em -3 greater 
than at the band mode, A skewness lJimilar to that observed in thia 




Table 1 Physical parameters of E. coli K12 DNA. nmples I-IV 
- --
Data from sedimentation velocity and density gradient analy-














the infinite dilution value of the sedimentation 
coefficien t s ~~K w in Svedberg units. 
tlle weight tverage and number average molecular 
wei.ht; e 8 refers to the cesium salt of DNA. 
Na+ to the s odium salt. 
the variance of the density gradient distribution 
l -6 in g cm 
-2 the contribution of thermal motion to (J" T in 
2 -6 II cm 
the contribution of nucleotide compositional 
-2 Z-6 heterogeneity to rr T in g c m 
the average number of scissions per molecule 




!3ampl. I n ill IV 
Sonication 
(ml.nutes) 0 1 1. 4 
A ET 0 0 0 4 




x 10.6 15 6.5 1.5 1.0 
w 
M 1M 1.1 Z. 1 1.6 1.3 
w n 
+ 
M Ca xlO·6 18.5 4.2 1.3 1.0 
n 
k 0 3.4 13 17.5 
·2 
x 10 6 1. 9 8.4 27 35 G"M 
n 
·z 6 
CT T x 10 4.0
A 11.8 37B 57 
-~ 6 
CTGC x 10 Z.l l.4 10 22 
uOC'uM 1.0 .6Z .61. .80 
n 
A -z m Z(+) h tabulated,a. CT T probably includ •• the .({ect of trace. 
B 
of protein on m Z(-)' aa described in AppencUx 5 . 
m Z(-) is tabulated, a8 ii; probably include. the oUect of 
denatured DNA, as described in Appendix S. 
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Table 2 Physical parameter. of!. coli KlZ trander DNA, 
aampl •• V - vn 
Data. from sedimentation velocity and density gradient analysis 
of E. coli Kll transfer DNA are tabulated. P&rameters are as defined 
--
for table I, except that the variances have been estimated from second 
moments of half bands around band modes as follow~ 
for fragments of unlabelled DNA 
for fragments of hybrid DNA 




Sample V VI vn 
Sonication 
(minutes) 0 1 4 
AE T 0 0 0 
S 27.8 11.9 
0 
M x 10.6 12 1. 6 
w 
M 1M 1.2 1.3 
w n 
+ 
M C. x 10. 6 13.6 1.7 
n 
k 0 6A 7 
·2 
x 10c l.6 21 trM 
n 
-Z 6U(-) 9.6 29 33 
0'"1' x10 H(+) 6.4 28 31 
Separation of 
modea ~ cm-] 0.01 6 5 0.0161 0.0154 
Ratio of areas 
U(-)/H(+) 1.44 1.34 1. 32 
Ratio oC heights 
U(-)/H(+) I.Z3 1. Z2 1. Z6 





Density ,radient equilibrium distributions for fralments 
of hybrid DNA, calculated from two models for the 
molecular arran,ement of the subunita. 
Equilibrium density ,radient distributions have been calculated 
from the side-to-side model for the arrangement of the subunits and 
from the end-to-end model, for the following valu •• of k, the avera,e 
number of sciasions per molecule: k .. 0, 0.5, Z, 8. DNA concentra-
tions relative to the peak concentration of the initial band ~«~F are 
o 
plotted against density diatance from the band mean, relative to the 
square root of initial band variance 
Details of the calculation are liven elsewhere (Appendix 1). 
The followinl assumptions were made. 
1) Fragmentation is random, occurring at discrete breakin& 
points alonl the 1enlth of the molecules. 
Z) The den.ity separation between unlabened and fully labelled 
fralments is given by 
p - P II 16 ,; (0) L U T 
Thh approximates the density separation found by experiment. 
3) The molecules are homoleneoua in nucleotide composition. 
Thh assumption is essentially equh'a1ent to the assumption 














































"{guru Z and 3 - Comparieon of experimental and calculated equi-
ltbrium distributions for fraiments of hybrid DNA. 
13 15 Hybrid C. N DNA was holated from sodium dodecyl sulfate 
lysates of!. ~ !. by preparative density Iradient centrifugation. 
rragmentation was accomplished by vigorous manual shakini of DNA-
CaCl lolutiona. Equilibrium dhtributions for the initial sample (Dl95) 
and of those successively derived from it by shaking (D198. DZOO. DZOZ) 
are compared with distributions calculated from the two models for the 
arrangement of the subunits. All distributions are plotted as the 101a-
rithm of the DNA concentration relative to the peak concentration log (CIC), 
o 
versus the squared density distance from the band mean. relative 
to the variance of the initial distribution Ep-poFwFaD~ElF • 
In figure Z the experimental distributions are superimposed 
upon a family of diltributions calculated from the side-to-side model 
for the arranlements of the aubunita. The value of k. the avera,e 
number of sclasions per molecule. ia given for each calculated diatri-
butlon. 
In figure 3. the experimental distributloa. are superimposed 
upon a family of distributions c&lculated from the end-ta-end model. 





















































F ilure 4 - Electr on microgra phs of DNA fr om ~ K coli l".:.12 
Solutions of DNA in ammonium acetate - ammonium carbonate 
bulfer ",ere sprayed onto the audae. of freshly cleaved mica with a 
low pressure atomi.er. The DNA was shadow cast with platinum at 
a ehado", to height ratio of 5: 1. After backlng the platinum with a 
carbon .ubstrate. it was noated off the mica and mOWlted on grids 
for electron microscopy. Polystyrene latex spheres O. Z5 microns 
in diameter were included in the sample to aid in focusstng. Magnifica-
tion ZOo 000 X. 
a) Unsonicated E. coli KlZ DNA (Sample I). Branching 
---
of molecules indicates side-by-side aggrega.tion. a.nd 
bas been attributed to traces of nonvolatile salta in 
the preparation (9). 
b) Sonic fraJments of E. coli KlZ DNA (Sample IV). The 
- --






The relationship between weight average molecular 
weight and the infinite dilution value of the sedimentation 
co.fndent for DNA, according to Eilner{4). 
Weight avera,. molecular weights M for samples of DNA bave 
w 
been determined by light scattering, indicated by circles, or from 
viscosity and sedimentation meaeurements, indicated by trianglee. 
They are plotted against the infinite dilution value oC the sedimentation 
coefCicient S • The calibration is discussed in .'-ppendix 3. and the 
, 0 











Source of DNA Treatment Investigator 
calC thynlul sonicated without AET Doty. Mceill 
and Rlce(16) 
D. pneumoniae sonicated with AET Litt (IZ) 
1\ 
" " " Eigner (4) 
E. coli unfragmented Eilner (4) 
cal! thy mus .. Doty, Mcgill 
and Rice(16) 
salmon sperm .. Geiduschek and 
Holtser( Z6) 
D. pneumoniae shear fragmented and Cavalieri and 
Rosenber,(17) 
" unfragmented LUt(lZ) 
The relationship shown in figure Sa, plotted without the 
data points. A posaible alternative relationship lor 
sonicatea made without AET is shown as a dashed Une, 











Fig . 5b 
I! i g ur e 6 -
68 
The concentra tion d ependenc e ol the s edimentation 
coel£icient for ~K ~i ~ DNA , samples I-IV. 
The sedimentation coellicient Ep ~~IwF i8 plotted against DNA 
concentra.tion ( 111/ ml) for four samplu of !.. ~ !2.!. D NA . 
I original sample, unsonicated 
II " " s onicated 1 minute without AET 
m " II " Z minutes without AET 
IV " I I " 4 minutes with AET 
No consistent differences in S were noted when :..oun& at rotor speeds 






































o 50 100 
DNA CONCENTRATION, jLg/ml 
70 
";!'igur e 7 - Integral distribution of !Sedimentation coefficients for 
E . coll K12 DNA , samples I-IV. 
- --
The weight fraction of DNA with a eedim.ntation co.fildent 
Sl 1 ... than the eedimentation coefficient S is plotted agalnst S • 
o 0 0 
Dhtributiona were obtained from aedim enting boundary profilea, and 
were easenti&1ly independent of centrifuaation time. P ertinent data 
are aa followa: 
Sample I II III IV 
R un Bl094-1 C849- 1 C857-1 D44Z-Z 
DNA concentration (I-\g/ml) 12 lZ Z2 10 
Rotor speed (RP M) 35, 600 23.150 23.150 35. 600 
Effective time of centri-
fugation (miniltea) 23 49 79 41 
50 
SZO,w (Svedbng uniU) Z7 20 11.5 9.5 
Distance of boundary 
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Figur es 8 - 11 - E q clilih.-ium d<Jnsity - gr ... dient ci' t:·ib..lt ic.n!J of E " coli 
.!2! DNA , samples I -IV" 
Diatrib utions of DN1\ concen tr<:.ti on w i th respect to dist:lnce 
from rotor center for &amplen I-IV aft:er centrifugation to equilibrium 
l.r! 7 " 1 NI C sCI. Perti nent data regarctiag e ach distribu tion ar e as 
follows: 
':>a.rnple i II III IV 
l" i~ur e 8 
" 
10 11 
P hotograph D"H4-3 D425-4 D451-4 D417 - 5 
Rotor speed (RPM) 3:> , 600 35 , 600 44 , 77 0 44 , 770 
Density o f CsC l sol u -
ti on (g cm -3) 1. 73 1."11 1. 71 1.71 
Amount of DNA ( fLg) 2 2. 4 1.3 4 
T i me of centrifuga tion 
(hours) 60 72 63 60 
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DISTANCE FROM ROTOR CENTER • 
F i.gure 12 - The c onc entr a ti on de p c r.de,ce of the B etii me:1tatio~ 
c oeifici ents for E . coli KlZ transfer a~K!" 
- ---aamplea V, vn 
The •• dimenta tion c oefficl.ent I:;~~ i s p lotted against DNA 
I;..'..' ,w 
concentration for two eamples of! . coli ~ transfer DNA . 
V original tran.fer DNA. ltnaonicate d 
VII " ., " sonicated 4' without AET 















































o 50 100 
DNA CONCENTRATION, p.g/ml 
Fig. 12 
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Ii' ig ... r c 13 - Integra l di 8tributions of se<ii men tation l~Ij effici Gnts f fH 
1'':' . c ;.)li.!".d£ han!'lCer DNA . >sample s '\I . VII. 
The w(light fraction of DNA with a ocdimentatil)1l coeificient 
<;1 le9s than the 3cdimentation coeificibmt~: i!l plotted agains t S . 
o 0 0 
Distributions were obtained from sedi w entiug boundar y prcfile2i and 
welD~ essentially indep sndent of c e ntrifugation time. P ertinent data 
are il3 follows: 
Sample 
DNA concentration (f.Lg/ ml) 
t ~ otOl' speed (!CP M ) 
E£!ective time of centri-
fugation (minu tc3) 
50 
S ZQ,w (Svedber g units) 
Distance of boundary 
rrtdpoint from meniscus(cm) 
y VII 





































.''i f. I , ·<."S 14 , 15 ':t. nd 1(, - ~= 1{ D4 : .. 1i bJ i lU q d tK:u ~lK tFl ~ l·dKr1i ~nt (d .i t. r l D K1 t i l:l~ 
.... -
of ,cO,. c,) l i g ·Ki~ 1.1 ~Kn ~ fe l· g; ~~ .. '\ I So.l ;':li.'tlFle 3 V , 
V l a l".d rn.--
D i stributions of. DN.f.. COile entr.li; i<)n with " e pe ': t t o di star.c e 
frorn th~ roto"t" center fo r ,J ampl., s V - VII a ft.::..:- cen t !" ifugeK ~ion to 
equili b r i.um in 7 . -, M CsC.l. J."er· t inent data rega.rding each (;is tributi o n 
:J. .... e as follows: 
Sampl e V Vl VII 
F igur e 14 15 16 
P hotograph D499 -3 1) 502-4 DSOO -3 
R otor speed (RFM ) 44, T ; I) 44 , 77 0 44 , 77 0 
Density of C3Cl s olution 
(g cm-3) 1.736 1. ;'36 J..72 
A mount of DNA ( fig) ! ·4 S 
Time of centrifugati on 
(hours) 24 53 60 
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DISTANCE FROM ROTOR CENTER • 
Fig . 16 
35 
C:nn t r i b i.ltiOf.Lii t .::" th e v-a 4:i a.nc e o f cq:Kli!K i :Ke~ i":Dgl"l c!.i.3tr ib . .:ti .);n5 
o f h y brici DN/, h iKI tEil1"Dfl~" K 
T he c o ntri b u t i onii o f ther lY,al c.v.,t!.on ::;':., ' n~cl ecI t!cKI c o m -
,'> 
to th e 
')£ fr ag ment a ti ·:m . Val ncs o f 
. > 
--
; .. \ (0) 
..... · n 
- (q (] "..  .-. ) 
wI... 
- ( 0) uM 
n 
CO. ;1 ':' 
;1 (k) hav e 
- (0) lTM 
a 
b~en p lotted against k, the aKve:r ;;KII~ e n Ul'1'lOCr uf sci ::1 ;; ion ~ p e r molec ule . 





were taken from the data of table 1. For the 
a-M (0) 
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E: Dg1gK1 pal"i i:p o r~ <.;! 0!.;a Cl· .. ., c Cl ~n K:l f1;: e db:KK: t e ~ v: J '.l t": 5 'J! 
£0 1' h ' ;;.g;n :1 t,: of hyb ~D i ;:; U:'i .L 
A p l vt of ;~EkF agai:'1st k ha s b een made fa . i~e s ide - t '.;,-s i de 
ln odel fo r the a r ran /i e rnen t or th e Guba ni t s a nd f o r the el"d -I.o - end rn o del. 
'V 1 ! - 2 (k ) b ' - -. 17 ' . <: (J 'j d a ues 0 o'T were 0 t<:.t n eo. lr orn llgur e u Slng e q ua t ton OJ . ' o s e rve 
val u.es of ;:~EkF for Bonic ir:.t.g ments ot' hy br i d [D~i" ( sa m ple s VI a nd VII) 
ar e plotte d as open ci r cles. The ex perime ntal da ta were taken. irom 
tfibl e l . 
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S I DE TO SI DE MODEL 
2 4 6 8 10 
SCISSIONS PER MOLECULE, K 
Fig . 18 
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PROPOSITION I 
A theory of the "r enaturation" of DNA is critically examined. 
The heating of DNA re s ults in striking cha nges in a number of 
its phy s ica l. chemical. a nd biologica l properties. These changes 
occur abruptly when a s olution of DNA reache s a characteristic tem-
perature known as the melting temperature or the denaturation tem-
perature . The terms "native" a 'ld " denatured" are comnlonly ernployed 
to differentiate the tW(. stc'1.te!i of DNA . 
The dis tingui shing propertie s of denatured DNA of particular 
interest in this discussion are 1) a greatly diminished biological activity 
as a transforming principle (relative to the activity oC native DNA). 
Z) an increase in the buoyant density as measured in the CsCl gradient. 
P "'P. +0.016g denatured m.tive 
-3 
cm 
and 3) a change in electron micrographs. in which the highly extended 
linear structures characteri stic of native DNA are no longer observed. 
If DNA is first heat denatured . a.nd then heated a t a temperature below 
the denaturation temperature . there is a partial re s toration of the bio-
logical activity . a decrease in the buoyant densi ty from the density of 
denatured DNA to one near the density of native DNA . 
-3 -3 P "p -O.OIZgem "'P ti +O.004gcm 
renatured denatured na ve 
and the reappearance of the previously mentioned linear structures 
in electron microgra.phs. This rel'ltOl'ation of properties of native DNA 
has been called "renaturation" (1, 2). 
Doty believes that the d enaturation of DNA involves the aepara-
tion of the two strands of the Vi atson Criek helix, and that denatured 
DNA consist" of single polynucleotide atra.nds. In hi s v iew, renaturation 
is the pairing of complementary single strands to form reconstituted 
Watson Crick helices. If 55- is a Watson Crick double helix, Sand 5* 
being the complementary polynucleotide s trands , Doty's proposal may 
be represented 
heat denaturation '= s + s. 
renatura tion 
Doty bases his hypotheliis on two observations described below in a) 
and b). 
14 15 . 
a) The 8ubunite of h ybrid N - N DNA (3) may oe separated 
in the density gradient after heat dena turation. If P, and Pu are the 
15 14 densities of native N DNA and native N DNA respectively 
denaturation ., density ,radient, 
14 15. N subunits (p:p, + 0.016) + N subumts (p= P, + 0.01 6) 
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b) When native 14N DNA and native 15N DNA are mixed, 
melted and renatured by heating at a. temperature below the melting 
14 IS 
temperature, besides renatured N DNA and renatured N DNA a new 
substance (X) is formed which haD a mean density intermediate between 
the density of renatured 14j\! DNA and that of renat'\r ed 15N DNA . The 
density heterogeneity of (X) is much ireater than the density hetero-
14 15 geneity of renatured N DNA or that of renatured N DNA . 
14 (15 denaturation> N DNA papU) + N DNA (P=Pi) 7' renaturation~ 
renatured 14N DNA (p:: pU + 0.004) + 
15 
renatured N DNA (p:c Pi + 0.004) + 
( Pi + 0.004) + (PU+ 0.004) (X) (p= 
2 
Doty believes "that this material consistll of renatured DNA in which 
14 15 
one polynucleotide strand contains N a.nd the other contains N. 
b) 25 14 + ZSIS + 25. 14 + 2S· 15 N N N N 
loenatura tion. 'r 
t q s. ~ 15 15 N N 
X .. 
Accepting for the moment Doty's assumption that the 5ubunit8 of DNA 
are identical with the single strands of the Watson Crick helix, it is 
not neceseary to accept Doty's interpretation of obaervationa a) and 
b) above. 
. 14 15 Observation a) that the subumts of hybrid N- N DNA may 
be 8eparated in the density gradient after heat denaturation, doee not 
imply that heat denaturation alone is sufficient to 8eparate the subunits. 
Intramolecular hydrogen bonds between purine and pyrimidine bases 
are broken during denaturation, and the Watson Crick helical structure 
ill disorganized, but the strands could be held together by residual 
hydrogen bonds. 
-=d:-e-n-a-tu-r-a-tior7 (5 -- - uS.) 
The breaking of residual hy d r ogen bonds reauldng in strand separation 
could be a step subsequent t o denatur<ition. 
(5-----S.) ---j>.;> 5 + S. 
15 Observation b). that the substance (X) is formed when N DNA 
14 . . 
and N DNA are mu~eElI melte d and renatured, doee not imply that 
substance (X) consists of renatured DNA molecules each containing 
15 . 14 . 
one N strand ana o n e N et!'ana. Wh en purine and pyrimidine 
basel are released from intramolecular h}rdroien bonding durina 
denaturation, they form new H bonds either with other baaes of the 
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same denatured molecule, or with bases of a different denatured 
molecule. During renatura tion, the \Yatson Crick helical configuration 
ma.y be regained within long lIegments of a denatured m olecule. As 
they are renatured, molecules may form &iiregates through inter-
molecular hydrogen bonding. If n i s a small integer 
11.(5-----S*) > (ss*) , n 
14 15 When N DNA and N DNA are mi.xed, melted and renatur ed , the 
a ggregates which are formed would contain molecules of renatured 
14N DNA and molecules of renatured 15N DNA combined in various 
p roportions. The mean density of sl:ch an assembly of aggregates would 
be that observed for the material (X), and the aggregates would be 
expected to have a high degree of density heterogeneity, as doea (X). 
Thus, even with the l!.38llmption that the subunits of DNA are 
single strand., observations a) and b) do not provide conclusive proof 
that DNA molecules may be renatUl" ed after their strands have been 
dislSociated. ThiIJ question could be investigated in the following m &n-
nero DNA may be prepared in which each molecule contains one 
15 13 14 J 2 N, C labelled subunit and one N , · C clnlabelled s ubunit. In 
the denllitygradient after heatiag the DNA mol~culee are dissocia ted 
into labelLed "heavy" and unlabelled "light" subunits. If PLand Ptr · 
13 15 12 14 
are the densities oithe C, N DNA,and the C, NDNA, respectively, 





Because of the la.rge density i~Kcrement provided by the 13C label, the 
heavy subunits, free {rom significant contamination with light subunits, 
may be removed from the density gra.dient. It would then be possible 
to determine if heating o f the isolated heavy subunits results in 1) an 
increa.e in biological activity, Z) a decrease in buoyant density from 
PI .. PL + 0.016 to Pz. .. PL + 0. 004 , and 3) the return of lineal' struc-
tures in electron micrographs. 
( renaturation?--5 13 15 P= PL + 0.01 6) + '3 *13 lSN( p:C:PL + 0.016) C, N C, 
q " *13 1'-' ( P=PL + 0.004) 13C ,15N C,:.IN 
The rena turability of the i::lolat~d heavy !! ubunits would !10 t prove D oty'» 
hypothelilid. s in ce the 8ubtm it tJ themselve s may be yDi at~;on Crick helices, 
but the isolated heavy eubu~it!! should be rer:\aturable if Doty's hypothesis 
is correct. 
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?oM1~ lpfDf1Mk n 
A derivation of M.ontr ol and Simha of the fraiment size di s tribution 
expecte d in random depolymerizatbn i 6 considera,bly s implified by 
the application of an elementary theol' em of proo",bility theory. 
Montrol and Simha (1) uued the multinomial theorem to evaluate 
the re sult of int1"oducing a number 0: tl cis:.;iol1.s randomly into a. popula-
t t .:>n Qf pc.>l)'tne r m olec·.ll.e3. A !1i mplc alterna tive rr~ ethod is Pl' opo s ed. 
Le t us dii!ltribute K b r eak.a randomly among I{ molecules each 
CO!:Jpoeed 0: n + 1 nlOnOIners. Let 
'i< 
A = ~ = np be the average numbe r 
of breaka> per molecule, whertl p 1S ',;he proba'bili ty that a bond will be 
b roken. C ons ider the fundam ental proba bility sct ( &"PS)2 of molecules 
with breaks i n a.n possible r.o:;iticns . in which th e i ragmcnta of a given 
molecule are n umbered. 
1 h + 1 
th th An interchange of the i and j frag ments of each molecule in the FPS 
iii a one-one mapping of the set int o itself, and hence does not change 
the probabilities. Thus each of the h + 1 pieces ha. the same .ize 
distribution. The number of wa y s of introducing h - 1 breaks into the 
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n - z linkaae r e maini ng after a piece of size z hal b een brok en from 
one end is 
( ~ : ~ ) 
hence 
iii the fraction oC pieces of s i al'. z a mong fragments of molecules with h 
breaks . 
Si n.ce in all 
; h 
N( n ) ( ~ ) 
h n 
A n-h 
(1 - - ) (1 + h) 
n 
piec es a re obtained f rom molec: tlee with h breaks , the n umber of lillie 
III i IS 
h = 1. . ..• n-a+ 1 
Summing over h givell the total numbel' o t fragmen.u of 6ize a rOilulting 
fr o m the seh sions. 
n-z+l 
n 
N( n - A ) 
n 
(h+l){ n -z)( A )h 
h-l n - A 
Now this may be expre~Sed as 
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N{ nn-~ n ( nA ___ ".,)l (n-z) ~~~-lF ~En=--KK:;C ..... -l~}I;KK! _,,--........ 
" L (h- l )! (n - z-h+l)! 
( n.-z ) ( A )h- l 
h -l n - A 
and l e t t i ng h' :; h - Z h " = It - 1 
n 
N( n - ;\ ) 
Il 
h'", O 




N( n - A) x z X n-z-l A X n-z (n - A) (n-z)( l+ n - X) + z( n - X)( l+n _ ).) n 
). z+ 1 'A/ Z /, I it; ( A/ n 
N (1- ; ) El_;/ nFFEn -zF+ ~El- yAK ! nll I -EA !D ~F 




hence the p roba bili ty p( z ) .. 
p{ I-p) Z -1 [ p(n-z) + ~1 
1 + np 
1 + n p 
l v l 
Np( 1 _p)Z- l (p(n - z) + Z] 
N + K 
z -< n 
z = n + I 
R eierenC'eR 
• TO' " . .". . 1 . ~ ... . ha J Cl . " h . 8 -' "' 1 ( 1'40) 1. L.. . 't \ . J. a '3n tl'"O 2.c.' GL . · . .... ,d • . .. lEnl'! . "' s y :;:o5 _, (f .. '1 • 
., J . Ney n .an . '''i::- s i. C Q' : ;- " " i n F' rohdbH'lt,/ a n d Stil ti.s tic B. H enry 
H olt (1950). p. 15. 
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PROPOSITION m 
A mechanism for the mutagenic action of ethyl methane sulfonate is 
proposed. 
When bacteriophage TZ or T4 are treated in vitro with ethyl 
methane sulfonate (EMS) and u.ed to infect bacteria, a ten fold to one 
hundred fold increa.e in the mutation frequency is ob.erved amonl 
their proseny (1, Z). The clone aize distribution of the mutantl derived 
from EMS treated phage indlcatea that EMS doea not induce a mutation 
in the treated phage, but that the progeny of such treated phage bave 
an increaaed probability of being mutant (3, .). Asauminl the Watson 
Crick model for replication, this probability is esaentially conlltant 
for each complementary DNA strand formed by a treated template 
DNA strand. 
Bautz and Freese (5) oburved that ethyl ethane sulfonate (EES) , 
wblch bas a mutagenic action similar to that of EMS, is capable of 
selective alkylation of phage DNA at the i1even position of guanine 
residues. They .howed that the ethylated guanine residue. were sus-
ceptible to 10 .. from the DNA by hydrolysis of the N-glycoside linkage 
under conditions of physiological pH and temperature. Methyl methane 
.ulfonate, which is .sumtially nonmutagenic under conditions in which 
it has been studied, also alkylates at the 7 posltion of guanine, but the 
methylated guaninell are much lell8 susceptible to hydrolytic loss from 
the D N A than in the CAse of ethylation. On the basis of this observation, 
Freese proposed the following mechanism for the mutagenic a ctions of 
EMS and EE:S. When a 7 ethylated guanine residue is lost from the 
alkylated DN A , the base pairing restrictions for replication at the 
genetic lOCUli in question are also lost. This allows the occurrence of 
a " mistake" in DNA replication,.!.:...!..:.., a mutation at the gene level. 
The postulate can be !lchematized as follows. 
1 , I , I ; I 
OC EMS ) E-GC hydroly sis ~ E -0 + C replica tion 
" 




In this scheme, X stands for the balle which has replaced cytosine 
at the indicated genetic site, and could represent any of the four bases 
A , 0, T, C with equal probabili ty. (If a mutation has occurred, then 
X ~ cytosine.) 
However, the mechani!3m proposed by F'reese does not adequately 
explain the following experimental results. 
1) EMS i s ~ capable of reverting mutants which it has induced 
(3). If Freese's explanation were correct, this would not be expected, 
as there should be a class of mutants such that in the above scheme 
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X :0 O. These mutants would result from base pair substitutlons of 
the form QC EMS ~ CO, and since by the aame mechanism we can 
have CO EMS)- GC, they should be revertable. 
Z) Base analogues (5 bromo-uracil, l amino-purine) are capable 
of reverting most E!.-1S mutants (10). Thus most EMS mutations result 
from transitions (substitutions of pyrimidines for pyrimidines, purines 
for purines) and not transver Bions (substitutions of pyrimidines for pur-
ines and vice versa)(6). Freese accepts this interpretation (5), but 
inconsiste 1tly proposes a mechanism that would product transversion. 
twice as frequently a8 transitions. This can be seen from the above 
scheme, since for a given mutant X could be A, G or T with equal prob-
abllity, but only in eale X '" T has a transition taken place. 
The possible origin of mutations by tautomeric shifta in the DNA 
bases was first pointed out by Watson and Crick (7). Mea.leon (8) pro-
posed that the mutagenic action of 5 bromo uracil might result from an 
ionization of the N 1 proton, induced by the electronegative substituent 
bromine. More recently, Freese (6) also proposed that base analogue 
induced mutations in T4 result from improper baae pairing. Subaeq'lent 
to the initial writing of this proposition, Green and Krieg suggested that 
EMS mutagenesis might be explained in terms of a tautomeric shilt in 
ethylated gllanine (4). 
The following mechanism for EMS mutagenesis is proposed as an 
alternative to that of Freese. 
The e£fect of alkylation at the 7 position OIl desoxyguanosine in 
phage DNA is to place a formal positi ve charge on th e imidazole r i lli 
ni t rogens. 
The resulting increase in electroneiativity leads to a decrease in 7T 
electron densi ty in the pyrimidine ring and the N 1 proton becomes more 
acidic. The magnitude of increaae of the pK should be comparable to 
a 
that prod1lced by a quaternary ammonium substituent in pyrrole, about 
Z pK units. In addition to the pK effect, there il probably also an effect 
on the amide-enol tautomeric ratio. This effect is analogous to one 
observed by Mason in some N heteroaromatic hydroxy compounds, in 
which a lowering of ring'" electron den si ty stroni1y favored the enol 
t<lutomer (9) •• 
During DNA replication , the ethylated guanine residue may lose 
the N l proton or may undergo a tautomeric shift to the enol form. Under 
these circumstances, the guani ne r esidue w ill pair with thymine rather 
than cytosine. 
* vV hile the .. ., e££ecta expected for 7 alkylation of a desoxyg uano s ine 
monomer might be somewhat modified for desoxyguanosine in the DNA 
polymer, it is unlikely that they would be completely reveraed. 
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The mutation which is produced in the progeny molecule after one more 
round of replication consists of a substitution of the A T pair for the GC 
pair present in the corresponding position in the EMS treated parental 
molecule. 
I \ \ ; , , , , , 
OC > GT 't AT 
I I I : I , 
To distingUish between these two hypotheses, the following experiments 
could b. carried out. 
An attempt could be made to synthesise a GC polymer containing 
7 ethyl guanine, using the Kornberg polymerase system. The ti tration 
curve of such a polymer could be compared with that of the normal OC 
polymer, to determine the effect of 7 ethylation on the pK of the N 1 
a 
proton of guanine. 
The "ordinary" QC polymer could be ethylated with EMS and 




.. 'rhe extent of ethylation of iuanine residues. 
z. The extent of deguanylation of the polymer. 
3. The amount of 32p labelled deoxyadenoaine tripholphate 
incorporated into newly formed QC polymer, when the ethylated primer 
is us.d. 
4. The amount of tritium labelled thymidine tripholphate incor-
porated 8imultaneously. 
5. The effect of pH on Z, 3, and 4. 
If the Free.e hypothelis i. correct, the incorporation of thymine 
and adenine .hould depend only on the extent of deguanylation, and 
should be enhanced by low pH, which facilitates the hydrolysis. 
If the alternative hypoth.lis i. correct, the incorporation oC adenine 
.hould be negligible. The incorporation of thymine should depend upon 
the total number of ethylated guanine residues remaining in the polymer, 
rather than upon the extent of deguanylation. The incorporation may be 
enhanced by high pH, which facilitatea the ioniaation of the N 1 proton 
of ethylated guanine. 
i08 
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PROPOSITION IV 
An experiment is propos ed to test a theory of the mechanism of the 
formation of Segment Long Spacing collagen. 
• 
Tropocollagen macromolecules are stiff rods about 2.800 A in 
• length. with a diameter of 15 A (I. Z). They are comp osed of three 
p olypeptide chains in a. helical configuration (3). Native collagen con-
s is t s of an ordered array of protofibrils. E ach protofibril is a linear 
p olym er of tropocollagen m olecule s associated end to end and oriented 
in a comm on direction. The protofibrils are a ssociated side by side 
and s taggered with re spec t to each other at intervals of n/4 x the 
molecular length. ThuB the tropocollagen molecules in native collagen 
ar e said to be in "heteroregi ster " or in "quarter s tagger" arrang e rnent 
(4). Tropocollagen m acromolecule s in very d ilute acetic acid for m the 
native collagen structure when dialysed a gain st 1% NaCl. If instead a 
nucleoside tripho s phate. s uch a s AT P . is added to the solution. a 
different type of structure. the Segm ent L ong Spacing (SLS). is formed. 
The SLS "monomer" is th e re s ult of sid e b y s ide a s sociation of tropo-
collagen rnolecule s . form ing a crystallite of length equal to the molecular 
length. T h e m olecule s in th e SLS structures are said to be "in homo-
r e g i ster" or " unstagg ered" . When SLS structures are formed from 
p r otofib rils. th ey are called SLS polym ers. 
It ha s been suggested (5) that t h e negatively cha rged ATP molecules 
allow the form ation of the SLS s t ructure becaus e they interact with the 
regions of positive charge o n th e tropocollagen macromolecule , 
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which prevent the formation of SLS. The "neutralisation" of the positive 
charle alters the " interaction profile" of the tropocollagen molecule, 
and the SLS structure is formed. The moles of ATF bound in the for-
mation of SLS have b.en found to be equivalent to the molea of lysine 
and hydroxylysine in the colla,en &ample (6). Thus the epailon amino 
groups of collagen lyline and hydroxylYline residues may carry the 
politive chari" which prevent the formation of SLS. If this hypothesis 
is correct, it might be possible to form SLS structures in the absence 
of ATP, by chemically modifying the free amino groups of collagen. 
Tropocollagen is soluble at pH 5 and low ionic strength, and it is 
probably correct to alisume that the exce.a of positive over negative 
charges is not great at this pH. Examination of the amino acid com-
poeition or native collagen (7) reveals that of 4 19 amino acid residues, 
37 are dibaaic (20 arginines. 1S lysines and hydroxylyslnea. a.nd Z 
histidines) and 49 are dic:arboxylic (glutamlcll and aspartics). Of the 
49 carboxyl aide chains, 18 a.re present as amides •• The free carboxyl 
groupe of collagen have an average pK of 3.5 and at pH 5 are essentially 
a 
a 1110nized (7). while the pK 's for arginine and lySine side chains are 
a 
14 and : 1. Thus at pH S the net positive charge on the molecule could 
be removed by chemical modification of the ly sine a.nd hydroxylyeine 
residues • 
• Some preparations of collagen have le56 amide nitrogen. and 
the isoelectric point. normally at pH 7.5. may be as low a.a pH 5.5. 
l ; I 
Comparison of electron micrographs of SLS stained by cationic 
uranium and by pho.photung.tic acid, which is specific for arginine. 
residues under the.e conditions, .ugg •• ts that all polar areas of the 
molecule contain both acidic and ballic groups (4). Thu. it is unlikely 
that there would be regions of high positive charge on the molecule when 
the net charge is zero or negative. 
The basic side chains of tropocollagen may be .electively modified 
by alkylation, by acylation, or by deamination (8, 9, 10, 11). The reac-
tions of aldehydes with the basic groups would not be useful in the pre.ent 
study as they would lead to "tanning" of the ichthycol solution. by cro8l-
linking of molecules. 
Among the alkylating agents used to modify proteins, dinitro-
fiuorobenaene (DNFB) is one of the mo.t selective for basic groups, 
reacting with epsilon and N terminal alpha amino group., and with 
imidazole groups in proteins. In contra.t to the majority of the other 
alkylating agenU, it does not modify the free carboxyl side chains of 
proteins. Collagen has been treated with DNFB (11, 12), but at least 
lO'/. of the epsilon amino groups appear to be inaccessible to the reagent. 
Thus DNFB does not a.ppear to be the reagent of choice for the selective 
modification of lysine residues. 
The a.cylating agents as a class are more selective in protein 
modification than are the alkylating agents because they do not readily 
react with free carboxyl groups. A variety of agents have been used 
li 2 
for selective acylation. but most of them do not react quantitatively with 
tho free amino aroups of proteins. Even ketene. which has been con-
sidered one of the best protein acylating agents. does not quantitatively 
modify the free amino ,roup. of all proteins. However. a procedure of 
choice for acylation of collagen has been reported by dreen~K (13). 
They were able to introduce a quantity of N acetyl groups into coUa,en 
equivalent in moles to the content of lysine and hydroxyly8ine re8idues. 
usin, acetic anhydride in sodium acetate at pH 8. Since guanidino group. 
are not acetylated under these conditions. they concluded that the free 
amino group. of colla.aen had been totally acetylated. 
As a supplement to the acylation procedure discussed above. 
deamination offers some advantage in the study o£ the effect of modifica-
tion of the basic aroups of collagen on the formation of SLS. It iii cap-
able of modifylna both the majority of the free amino aroupe and a 8ub-
stantial fraction of the auanidtno aroups of the arginine reeidue •• 
Trea.tment of coUaaen with NaNO Z in a.cetic acid results in the 
quantitative removal of the epsilon amino groupe of ly.tne and hydroxy-
Iy.lne. and converts ZOr. of the ,uanidino groups of the arl10ine re.idue. 
to cyanamide group. (1"). 1£ the reaction is carried out in atrona min-
eral acids at pH Z. up to 1./3 of the araininea may be modilied (II). 
To study the ability of the modified tropocollaaen to form SLS 
in the ab •• nce of nucleoside triphosphatea. the followinl experiments 
could be done. 
: : 3 
J. Tropocollagen in acetic acid solution could be treated with 
M/ 16 NaNO Z at 3S·C (15). After dialysis against water, the resulting 
solution or gel could b. examined in the electron micro.cope for the 
presence of SL5. 
Z. Tropocollagen in sodium acetate solution a t pH 8, ionic 
strength> 0.4 could be acetylate d with acetic anhydride in the cold. 
1'0 determine ~hether SLS c an be formed without addition of ATP, the 
modified collagen could first be dialyzed againlJt citrate buffer at pH 4, 
ionic 8trength O. Z. and then againat water. 
: ' 4 
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PROPOSITION V 
An investlption of the croasllukin, in the 'Y component of collalen 
ie proposed. 
When tropocollagen ia thermally denatured. the ordered helical 
stru.cture of the moleculea ill lost. The bulk of the material is converted 
into two now substance., componente C1 and p, which aro diatingulahable 
'by their amino acid compoainona, and their chromato,raphic and aed!· 
mentation behavior. The molecular weights of the ~ and ~ components 
of denatured. collaien are 2/ 3 a.nd 1/ 3 of the molecular weight of the 
parent tropocollasen, and they are produced in equal molar quantities. 
It is though' that the Cl component represents two of the three poly· 
peptide chain. of collagen, the qJ( component being the third chain which 
haa .eparotted from the other two. About 5.,., of the tropocollagen I.e 
cunverted t o a third or y component by denaturation {1}. The y com-
ponent bas .edimentation properties diatinct from the Q. and ~ components, 
and baa the unique property of renaturability. 'rhus 'l collagen may be 
rever.ibly denatured, and aiter renaturation can form native collagen 
fibril or SLS .tructure.. It baa been proposed that aome type of er088-
linldn, between the three polypeptide chaina of 'Y eolla,en sivee it the 
property of renatur.billty. In the 1l'1ajority of the molecules of a collagen 
sample, the crouUnldng i. llmited to tho two chains of collagen which 
llb 
make up the 11 component. and denaturation is not reversible ae it 
results in the loss of the third polypeptide chain. 
The following experiment is suggested to inv.stigate the extent 
and nature of the cro •• linking between the three chain. of ~ colb •• en. 
It is pos aible to break collagen into half and quarter molecules by sonic 
irradiation (l). The collagen fragments anoelate selectively into balC 
and quarter SLS etructures when A TP is added to the eolution. The 
r.,naturabiUty of Bonlc fragments of'Y components may be investigated 
by determining the proportion of the .onicated sample which can form 
SLS type structure. after denaturation. If sonication breaks the cros.-
Unk. responsible for renaturability, or if there are only one or two 
crosslink. per molecule. the amount of SLS recovered should decrease 
with increasing sonication. If the crosslinks are resistant to sonication 
3.11d are preeent in large numbere along the length of the molecule. then 
most of the denatured sonic fragments should be recoverable as SLS. 
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